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INTRODUCTION

The Desert Research Institute (DRI), through its Water Resources Center (WRC),
has since 1984 supported the State of Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office's activities re-
lated to the proposed high-level radioactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain on the
Nevada Test Site (NTS). This effort is directed at providing the State Office with an un-
biased evaluation of the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) investigations performed by the
U.S. Department-of Energy (DOE) and related investigations of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). The overall objective is to independently help determine whether or
not the site meets the performance criteria defined by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
and amendments for isolating and containing the wastes during emplacement and the pro-
posed life of the repository.

A particularly important area of concern with the proposed repository is the site's hy-
drology. Over the thousands of years that the repository must successfully contain the ra-
dioactivity, it is water that is most likely to come into contact with the wastes and move
radionuclides from the repository to man's accessible environment. Recognizing that the
hydrogeologic and closely-related investigations of the proposed repository are of para-
mount importance, the DRI program has focused on these concerns.

The faculty of the DRI have long been involved with research throughout the State
and have particular expertise in groundwater studies related to radionuclide migration and
hydrologic safety of underground nuclear testing by DOE and predecessor agencies. This
experience gives a substantial background upon which to call when evaluating physical pa-
rameters of the Yucca Mountain site and its ability to meet performance criteria. Research
and support personnel working on the various efforts under this Nevada Nuclear Waste
Project Office program are listed in Table I-1.

In addition, we utilize laboratory personnel for chemical and isotopic analyses in both
of the DRI-WRC water chemistry laboratories.

The State-supported DRI Yucca Mountain program consists of: 1) selected indepen-
dent research projects to complement those undertaken by the DOE; 2) on -site monitor-
ing of DOE-sponsored field activities; and 3) in-depth technical review of key investiga-
tions and repository reliability issues.

The DRI has developed an independent research component to the program related
to hydrologic aspects of the potential repository. The objective of this component is to per-
form research independent of DOE that is directed at resolving key hydrologic issues re-
lated to site characterization and repository performance. Each of the research projects,
which use alternative approaches and analyses, is recognized as an important supplemen-
tary effort to those of DOE and its contractors. These efforts should produce results of sig-
nificant value in terms of repository assessment. The specific areas presently under study
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relate to flow in both the saturated and unsaturated zones, the influence of present climate
on recharge and an investigation of past climates.

The number and scope of independent research efforts has been considerably re-
duced this past year due to the severe reduction in funds available as a result of Congressio-
nal action. Several efforts were terminated with those described in Section II modified to
remain viable.

Each of these major research efforts, conducted during the period of October 1990
through September 1991, is further discussed in the remainder of this report.

In addition to the specific research projects described in Section II, the WRC has pro-
vided on-site monitors to observe relevant YMP field activities where key hydrogeologic
data are being collected or testing is being conducted. This activity provides first-hand,
in-depth knowledge of data collection and testing activities allowing the State Office and
other State contractors to remain current as to the progress, methodologies and implemen-
tation of DOE-sponsored hydrologic investigations of the site. Monitoring activities,
coordinated with DOE and its contractors, also include review of drilling procedures, sam-
pling methods and sample handling, testing procedures, and other field aspects which may
influence the quality and reliability of the data collected. These observations are valuable
to those evaluating the use of, and conclusions drawn from, the prototype testing for site
characterization.

The project staff also perform in-depth reviews of released reports and position pa-
pers on hydrologic, hydrogeologic, hydrogeochemical, and geostatistical investigations re-
lated to the DOE study of Yucca Mountain. NRC reports on nuclear waste activities are
also reviewed. The review of technical areas varies in scope depending upon the asses-
sment made by faculty, which forms a basis for categorization as to potential importance to
technical issues, quality of work, and unanswered questions. Whether the document con-
tent bears directly on key issues that are related to site suitability and licensing criteria is
also determined. Areas that relate to key issues are thoroughly considered, including back-
ground research into the body of literature pertaining to that particular issue. Most review
efforts this past year have been focused on review of DOE Work Plans for various compo-
nents of the Hydrologic Site Characterization Activities.
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TABLE I-1. YUCCA MOUNTAIN PROJECT PERSONNEL
(October 1990 - September 1991)

Individual Activity
Research Faculty
Dr. Gilbert F. Cochran - Principal Investigator: Short-Term Climate Project
Mr. John W Fordham - Program Manager, and Short-Term Climate Project
Dr. Elizabeth Jacobson - Isotope Modeling Project
Dr. Martin Rose - Principal Investigator: Paleoenvironments Project
Dr. Stanley D. Smith (UNLV) - Short-Term Climate Project
Dr. Peter E. Wigand - Principal Investigator: Paleoenvironments Project
Mr. Samuel L Hokett - Short-Term Climate Project
Dr. Neil Ingraham - Principal Investigator: Stable Isotope Project
Dr. Richard Craig - Principal Investigator (Kent State University): Stable Isotope Project

Graduate Research Fellows
Mr. Robert Byer (UNR) - Isotope Modeling
Ms. Connie Herr (UNLV) - Short-Term Climate; Plant Ecology

Support
Ms. Miory A. Jones - Program Support
Mr. Bruce Wert - Site Monitoring; Field Hydrogeology
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ANALYSIS OF SHORT-TERM CUMATE AND WEATHER INFLUENCE
ON SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY AND POTENTIAL RECHARGE

S. Hokett, G. Cochran, and S. Smith

INTRODUCTION

This project has as its objective to study the effect of climate change on the amount of
water potentially available for recharge at Yucca Mountain. From 1986 through 1988, the
fate of naturally occurring precipitation events was monitored at this field site located in
Crater Flat west of Yucca Mountain (Leary, 1990). This study suggested that most of the
precipitation events observed were not of sufficient depth or duration to cause infiltration
beyond the zone of active evaporation and transpiration. Best estimates from that study
indicated that under current climatic conditions 0 to 20 mm of recharge may be occurring at
this site. That study demonstrated the variability expected from a limited field site investi-
gation and the limitations on existing measurement techniques. Given the time frame in
which the proposed nuclear repository must contain the waste at Yucca Mountain, it is im-
perative to have better estimates of recharge quantities under both natural and wetter cli-
matic conditions. Based on the results of the first two years of work, the project was reori-
ented in the spring of 1989 to evaluate how a changed precipitation regime might influence
the recharge at the field site. This is intended to yield a better understanding of just how
such a scenario might impact the proposed repository.

ACTIVITIES

In March 1989, a series of experimental plots was established in an ephemeral stream
channel 3 km northwest of Yucca Mountain. This environment is one of the more likely
geomorphic landforms where recharge may occur. A pluvial climate model (Spaulding,
1983) was used as the basis for calculating a net precipitation deficit based on modern tem-
peratures and precipitation. Following this model, naturally vegetated and bare soil plots
were irrigated over a 15-month period twice each month (March 1989 through July 1990);
the irrigation amounts were set equal to the calculated deficit. Plots were irrigated using a
drip -line irrigation system. In total, 413 mm of waterwere applied to the plots and 111 mm
of precipitation were recorded at the site. Wetting front advancement, plant water poten-
tial, and evapotranspiration were measured using a variety of instrumentation. Time Do-
main Reflectometry (TDR) was used to measurewater loss andwetting front advancement
in the irrigated plots. Steady-State Porometry and Pressure Bombing techniques were uti-
lized to measure direct plant transpiration and plant water potential, respectively. As a
control for the experiment, background responses to natural precipitation events were
monitored in nonvegetated and vegetated areas of the wash environment. In April 1990,
irrigation was interrupted in half of the plots to allow monitoring of moisture redistribution
within the plots.
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RESULTS

Our study suggests that if a climate similar to that of the last pluvial maximum should
occur during the life of the repository, recharge rates to the groundwater could be ten times
higher than today's rates. The exact impact of such an increase was not calculated though it
would certainly result in higher groundwater velocities and rises in the water table. Rises in
the water table would result in shorter distances to groundwater discharge points and
coupled with the higher groundwatervelocities result in significantly shorter travel times of
rechargingwaters to the accessible environment. A summary of the major conclusions from
the study were submitted in the 1990 year end report to the state.

The major activity during the past year was to prepare several papers which describe
the activities and results of the study. These are included under section III, Abstract of
Journal Articles and Presentations.
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF GROUNDWATER FLOW SYSTEMS
USING ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE-CALIBRATED FLOW MODELS

Robert Byer

INTRODUCTION

The study site occupies an area of approximately 16,400 square kilometers includine
parts of Nye, Lincoln, and Clark Counties in Nevada and part of Inyo County in California.
The main objective of this study was the investigation of recharge volume at Yucca Moun-
tain, which is located approximately 150 km northwest of the city of Las Vegas, Nevada. It
was decided to use a discrete-state compartment (DSC) model to interpret long-term
average conditions at the study site.

A DSC model of the Yucca Mountain regional groundwater flow system was success-
fully calibrated using corrected carbon-14 concentrations as tracer data, expressed as a
percentage of modern carbon (pmc). Steady-state conditions were assumed. The modi-
fied mixing cell rule was used to calibrate the model; however, once calibrated, the simple
mixing cell rule was applied with virtually no change in model output. Problem areas of prc-
vious studies include simulation of the uncharacteristicallyyoung groundwater ages at Oa-
sis Valley, and the very old groundwater ages at Ash Meadows; both areaswere successfully
simulated in this study. Conditions at Oasis Valley were reproduced using the exchange
subroutine of the DSC model. A sensitivity analysis was performed on the model output.

The study area boundaries were determined from the available spatial distribution of
carbon- 14 tracer data and the literature. Operation of the model required that the study
area be subdivided into a series of interconnected cells replicating the flow system. The
final cell geometry consisted of 35 cells (including one dead cell) arranged in a
three-dimensional network based upon the spatial distribution of tracer data and other
hydrogeologic information.

RESULTS

Two model variations were investigated to: 1) determine a range of recharge volume
at cell 18, the Yucca Mountain cell; 2) estimate aquifer thickness of the Ash Meadows sub-
basin based on available published data and saturated well thicknesses; and 3) estimate the
maximum and minimum age of underflow into cell 34 from the valleys to the east. Both
model variations obtained good agreement between observed and simulated cell states.

Estimates of long-term average annual recharge volume were obtained from the cal-
ibrated DSC model. These estimates are in general agreement with those of previous in-
vestigators. Of the 35 cells of the regional groundwater flow system, 22 received vertical
recharge; 4 received recharge via underflow. The regional groundwater flow system rc-
ceived total system recharge of approximately5.4x 107 m 3 yr-I under the first model varia-
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tion and approximately 5.2x 107 m3 yr I under the second modelvariation. Fortymile Can-
yon, cell 19, received the largest volume of vertical recharge, approximately 6.6 x 106 m3

yr- I for the first model variation and approximately 5.3 x 106 m3 yr-1 for the second modcl
variation. Long-term average annual recharge values were determined for the Yucca
Mountain cell to range from approximately 1.5 x 105 m3 yr-1 to 3.2 x 105 m3 yr -1, or approx-
imately 2 millimeters per year to 4 millimeters per year, respectively.

Underflow recharge volume accounted for approximately 50 percent of the total mod-
eled system recharge volume or 2.6 x 106 m3 yr-l for both model variations. The largest
undcrflow component originates in the Spring Mountains and accounts for approximately
1.2 x iO07m 3 yr. A small volume of underflow, approximately 7.6 x1 m3 yr -, enters cclI
35. This groundwater probably originates in the southern Spring Mountains and moves in to
the study area via Pahrump Valley. Other areas receiving underflow recharge include cells
1 and 2 originating in the valleys to the north (5.8 x 106 m3 yr -1) and cell 34 originating from
the valleys to the east (8.1 x 106 m3 yr-1).

Because the age of the underflow component was not known due to a lack of data, the
system boundary recharge concentration (SBRC) was adjusted during the calibration of
the two model variations. An SBRC of approximately 29,000 years was determined for the
first model variation and 22,500 years for the secondvariation. Interpretations of data from
Thomas (1990, personal communication) indicate that the age of the underflow compo-
ncnt should be approximately 23,250 years. Based on this information, the second model
variation is deemed to be a better representation of actual conditions. More data arc rc-
quired, however, to make a final determination.

Groundwater decay ages for the 35 cells representing the regional groundwater flow
system range from a low of 2,800 years for cell 7 to nearly 39,000 years for cell 24.
Groundwater mean ages were obtained from the final calibrated dataset. These ages can-
not be interpreted as actual mean ages, however. Due to model limitations, ages cannot be
directly assigned to system recharge; all recharge inputs are tacitly assigned an age of zero.
For systems where thick unsaturated zones are present, or for systems that have significant
underflow recharge components, mean ages calculated by the model will be younger than
actual mean ages. Because the Yucca Mountain regional groundwater flow system has sig-
nificant underflow components (- 50 percent of the total system recharge) and thick unsat-
urated zones, the model simulated mean ages represent the minimum amount of time that
the water has spent within the modeled system (Feeney et al., 1987). Minimum mean apcs
range from 2,200 years for groundwater in cell 7 to nearly 100,000years for groundwatcr in
cell 29.

Boughton (1986) and Spencer (1990) noted a so-called "opposite" trendwith respect
to decay ages, i.e., decreasing decay ages with distance from a recharge zone. This study
supports that interpretation and can be explained by: 1) mixing of young and old
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groundwater; 2) sample collection from different flow zones; and 3) in the case of the Oasis
Vallcy, CO2 exchange.

Aquifer porosity values ranged from 1 percent, representative of volcanic rock
aquitards, to 30 percent, representative of alluvium. The total volume of groundwatcr in
storage was simulated to be approximately 7.1 x 1011 m3 for the first model variation and
approximately 7.5 x 1011 m3 for the second model variation. Because of a lack of dccp
groundwater samples and use of a steady-state model to simulate transient conditions,
these storage estimates can only be considered rough estimates at best.

Model simulated estimates of recharge volume, rock porosity, and general flow paths
are in general agreement with published information. Attempts to utilize a first-order
analysis of uncertaintyto determine confidence limits of the estimate of recharge volumc at
Yucca Mountain were unsuccessful. Sensitivity analyses were successful, however. The rc-
sults of the sensitivity analysis of recharge volume at Yucca Mountain indicate that the rcla-
tive order of importance of parameters is: 1) cell volume; 2) system boundary recharge con-
centration; and 3) system boundary recharge volume. In other words, changes in cell vol-
umes of upgradient cells have a greater effect on recharge volume to the Yucca Mountain
cell than do equal changes in system boundary recharge volume to upgradient cells. This
analysis indicated that additional work is required to better define model parameters ccll
volume and system boundary recharge concentration. Cells 1 and 2 were, in general, very
important with respect to the sensitivity analysis. Inputs to these cells are not well known.
Additional data should be collected from the valleys to the north of the modeled area.

DSC models, like all numerical models, do not produce unique solutions. Unlike
more sophisticated hydraulic flow models, DSC models are not predictive tools. They arc.
however, valuable tools to aid in interpreting long-term conditions with very little data.

Recommendations for Future Research

Understanding of the Yucca Mountain regional groundwater flow system can be
greatly enhanced with the following suggestions for additional research:

1) investigate other methods for correcting carbon-14 data, particularly for samples
collected from the carbonate aquifer;

2) develop a method for determining the system boundary recharge concentration of
vertical recharge;

3) collect additional groundwater samples from the valleys north and east of the study
areas;

4) collect deep borehole data throughout the study site to aid in more accurately dctcr-
mining aquifer thicknesses and relationships of vertical flow;
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5) determine the significance of the parameter XVOLwith respect to CO2 exchange bc-
tween groundwater and soil air;

6) determine a steady-state criterion for use during calibration of DSC models using
radioisotopes;

7) modify the DSC model computer code to age system boundary recharge inputs to sim-
ulate realistic mean ages;

8) investigate paleoclimate using radioisotopes;

9) collect additional data for effective porosity and system boundary recharge con-
centration, particularly, at the beginning of the Oasis Valley-Fortymile Canyon sub-
basin;

10) expand the boundaries of the study area to no flow boundaries; and

11) revise the model of the regional groundwater flow system as additional data becomes
available.

A report detailing the complete project was submitted to the Agency for Nuclear Proj-
ects in June 1991.
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND TRANSIENT HYDROLOGIC RESPONSE
IN THE GREAT BASIN

Neil L Ingraham
Richard G. Craig

INTRODUCTION

Climate models and stable isotope models have both been used to understand large -
scale hydrologic systems in terms of precipitation amounts and interrelationships between
inland meteoric waters. However, to date these two types of models have not been
compared, or coupled. We have recently coupled a climate model and a stable isotope
model that were each individually developed to understand hydrologic systems. Of main
concern with the coupled model is the importance that recycled moisture has on the stable
isotopic ratios of downward meteoric water. The coupled isotope/climate model incorpo-
rates recycled moisture in the code and thus hasbeen useful to determine the importance of
recycled moisture. The model was calibrated for a traverse across Northern California and
Nevada originally described by Ingraham and Taylor (1986).

ACTIVITIES

Some of the stable isotope data of surface and shallow groundwater that were used in
the model were reported by Ingraham and Taylor (1991) and identified as being on their
Traverse I. However, additional groundwater as well as precipitation samples were col-
lected to augment these previously published data. Rain collectors were set out along the
first 100 km of the traverse in December 1990. The collectors were retrieved in late March
through early April 1991. In addition, 44 surface and shallow groundwater samples were
also collected between the coast and Winnemucca during the retrieval of the precipitation
collectors. These samples were initially analyzed for their hydrogen isotope ratios and the
results were incorporated into the modeL

The model, as written to date, is only calibrated for to use hydrogen isotope ratios.
Inputs to the model are 6D of meteoric water and evapotranspiration at the coast as well as
at the end of the traverse, 800 km inland, and advection velocity (wind) which is constant
throughout the traverse. Advection velocity and the amount of evapotranspiration appear
to be the most critical factors.

No setting of the model, as defined to date, provided acceptable fits to the entire tra-
verse without including recycled evapotranspired vapor. A best fit of the model to the ob-
served data was found when evapotranspiration was set at 20 percent over the entire tra-
verse. In addition, no one setting of the model could accommodate the entire traverse. Of
particular note is the anomalous marked decrease in 6D along the first 60 km of the tra-
verse. A setting to accommodate the marked decrease in 6D at coast provides a poor fit
elsewhere, and vice versa, thus two model settings are required. The necessity for two mod-
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el settings to adequately explain the traverse is probably the result of a constraint of the
model in terms of advection velocity or evapotranspirational recycling.

Work has already begun on two manuscripts dealing with the results of the coupled
model and interpretations made to date. We plan to submit these two manuscripts to Water
Resources Research. Future research will include exploring the anomalous marked de-
crease in 6D along the first 60 kan of the traverse and the necessity of two model settings to
accommodate all of the observed hydrogen isotope data of surface and shallow
groundwater.

Benefits of the Research

The major benefit of the first phase of this research is the aiding in the understanding
the importance of evapotranspirational recycling of moisture. This understanding is criti-
cal in order to determine current and past sources and fluxes of meteoric water into the
Great Basin, as well as build a foundation for future climate change studies.

The coupled model may now be extrapolated to a region of greater area, as well as
back in time to determine the conditions of paleoclirnate. This may easily be performed for
the Great Basin by adjusting the boundary conditions (sea surface, temperature, wind tra-
jectory, etc.) of the climate model within reasonable constraints to produce the observed
6D of paleowaters.
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YUCCA MOUNTAIN NNWSI
ESTABLISHING PAST PRECIPITATION AND VEGETATION

AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN:
PACKRAT MIDDEN, POLLEN AND TREE-RING STUDIES- -

CALIBRATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY POLLEN SEQUENCES,
TREE-RING RECORDS AND FOSSIL WOODRAT MIDDENS

PE. Wigand and M.K Rose

INTRODUCTION

The probability that Yucca Mountain in southern Nevada -may become a repository
for high-level radionucides with especially long half-lives has provided the opportunity
for environmental research on a scale previously unparalleled in the Great Basin. With
monies provided by the Department of Energy through the State of Nevada for waste
repository site characterization, personnel of the Quaternary and Biological Scicnces
centers at the Desert Research Institute in Reno have been conducting a continuing study
of the past vegetation history and climate of southern Nevada.

This last year saw completion of analyses of pollen from spring deposits in the Oasis
Vallcy north of Beatty, from Ash Meadows in the Amargosa Valley, and from the sink of the
Wh ite River in the Pahranagat Valley east of the Nevada Test Site. Data derived from these
studies and analyses of plant remains preserved in ancient woodrat nests in close associa-
tion with these localities and from areas in proximity to Yucca Mountain have revealed
somc of the details of changing Pleistocene and Holocene vegetation and climate for
southern Nevada covering the past 20,000 years. Presently, these data arc being combined
with those already generated by previous studies within the area to provide a long-term,
detailed picture of vegetation change in southern Nevada and its relationship to climatic
variation.

The result of the Desert Research Institute Yucca Mountain Paleoenvironments Proj-
cct, as originally conceived, was to be a well-dated vegetation history of the Nevada Test
Site Area including Yucca Mountain. Estimates of climate based on reconstructed past
local and regional vegetation were to provide a general history of precipitation, tempera-
turc, seasonality and rapidity of change for the proposed waste-site. These estimates
would then be available to geohydrologists to model past groundwater recharge and dis-
charge, and potential variations in groundwaterchemistrythat could be used to determine
both the suitabilityof Yucca Mountain as awaste repository, and the adequacy of measures
taken to ensure isolation of radioactive wastes from the hydrologic system.
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METHODS
Pollen Analyses

In order to fulfill the aims of this research program, both Cofer Springs in the Oasis
Vailcy and Lower Pahranagat Lake in the White River Valley were cored during the first
year to provide continuous and overlapping records of Holocene sediments for the Depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) funded State of Nevada Yucca Mountain Paleoenvironments Proj-
ect (Figure 1). Multiple, overlapping 10-centimeter diameter cores of sediments were col-
lected in 4-inch diameter plastic barrels from near the center of each locality in order to
obtain the most complete record possible. In addition, Dr. Peter J. Mehringer of Washing-
ton State University provided us with sediment samples and preliminary pollen data ob-
tained in the late 1960s and early 1970s from radiocarbon-dated peat layers in Ash Mead-
ows. These samples, once analyzed and compared with other pollen records from southern
Ncvada, provide additional information regarding past climatic change.

Tvo methods of pollen analysis are being used to reconstruct past climatic history.
First, principle component and factor analysis of the complete pollen record has been used
to identify pollen types that are indicators of climatic change (Birks and Gordon,
1985:51-56). Transfer functions are being generated using the upper portion of the pollen
cores from Lower Pahranagat Lake. Originally, it was hoped that lead (Brugam, 1978) and
cesium (Ritchie et al., 1973; Battarbee, 1978) isotope dating together with additional sam-
pling would make this process more accurate. However, unforeseen cuts in funding pre-
vented completion of this portion of the research. Although less securely based, it is still
hoped that these transferfunctionswill linkindicatorpollen types and ratiosof pollen types
with specific climatic parameters much as do tree-ring-width indices. Once formulated,
these indiceswillbeverified with the earlier portion of the historical weather record for the
region. After they have been tested they will be used to reconstruct the effective rainfall
record for the remainder of the pollen record.

Second, past climate is being reconstructed through analogue by comparing fossil pol-
len spectra (samples) with modern surface pollen spectra that characterize specific modern
plant -communities. Using the squared-cord distance dissimilarity coefficient, the closest
modern analogue for past vegetation communities are being determined (Overpeck ct al.,
1985). From the climatic parameters of analogous modern plant communities past climatic
parameters for particular fossil plant communities will be derived. These are being used to
construct indices of regional temperature and precipitation (e.g., Heusser et al., 1980; Ma-
thewes and Heusser, 1981; Bartlein and Webb, 1985). Realistically, these indices can be
extended to about eight or nine thousand years ago when modern analogues for past plant
communities in southern Nevada can no longer be found.

Tree-Ring Data

Because of cuts in funding, the collection of new tree-ring core series was not carried
out. However, extensive analyses of the existing records have been conducted and the work
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of Dr. Graybill of the University of Arizona Tree - Ring Laboratory on the Bristlecone Pinc
rccord from the White Mountains, will be out shortly.

A previously published bristlecone pine tree -ring series from the H-17 Saddlc sitc
on Charleston Peak in the Spring Mountains is described (Drew, 1972). The chronology
begins in A.D. 966 and ends in 1964. The site is located at an elevation of 10,000 feet, and
prior to the early 1400's specimen depth is very poor, therefore the example is more illus-
trative than conclusive (specimen depth refers to the number of tree-ring radii that an
annual indexvalue in a tree-ring chronology is based on). We also refer to a plot of the low
elevation bristlecone pine chronology from Mammoth Creek in southwestern Utah (G ray-
bill, 1985:48), and a plot of principal component scores from upper and lower elevation
Great Basin bristlecone and limber pine series (Graybill, 1987:467). In addition, Graybill
(in press) has just completed a reevaluation of Bristlecone Pine series from the White
Mountains that can be used for comparison with pollen records from southern Nevada.

Fossil Woodrat Midden Analyses

In orderto fulfill the goals of this research,woodrat middenswere intensivelysampled
to ensure as continuous a coverage through time as possible. Theywere also selected to add
to the geographical coverage and density of woodrat middens already being analyzed by
Dr. WG. Spaulding of Dames and Moore Inc., Las Vegas. Because woodrat middens seem
to occur in temporal clusters, sampling strategywas directed toward discovery of these clus-
ters. Groupings of fossil woodrat middens in time may be climatically linked (Mehringcr
and Wigand, 1990).

Because these middens are found in relatively close proximity to the pollen localities
(Figure 1), data obtained from them can be integrated with the pollen records. This then
gives much more detailed information on the magnitude of climatic change and the aerial
extent of its impact. Because these middens are found in areas of both volcanic and scdi-
mentary substrates, and occur at elevations from the valley floors to the tops of the moun-
tain ranges, the effects of elevation, aspect, and substrate can be taken into account. Al-
though the pollen record thus far only covers the past 4,000 years or so and the midden re-
cord ranges from the present to over 23,000 years ago, the areas of overlap will permit the
correlation of these data sets. In addition, we are presently combining the pollen data set
with that generated by Mehringer (1967) from the Las Vegas Valley to expand the pollen
data set to about 40,000 years B.R with some major breaks.

Stable Isotopes and Fossil Woodrat Midden Materials

Although the core of this research does not concentrate on the relationship of plant
ecophysiology and environmental patterns, such work is a required next step to any further
research that may refine our present conclusions. This would include calibration of the
linkages between stable isotopic storage in plant tissues and climate before applying the
analyses to fossil woodrat middens (Long et al., 1990). This is accomplished by correlating
isotopic measurements with environmental changes along environmentally sensitive tran-
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sects. Water is the key factor for study, because it is the primary limiting factor for growth
and productivity in semi-arid environments (Smith and Nowak, 1990). Drought severity,
as characterized by the Palmer Drought Severity Index, reflects potential evapotranspira-
tion and can be compared to the hydrogen isotopic ratio ( 2H:1H (6D) and the oxygen isoto-
pic ratio (180:160 (6180). In addition, gas exchange measurements can be compared to the
carbon isotopic ratio (13C:12C (8 13C) to identify possible changes in water use efficiency
which effects the growth and success of plants (Ehleringer et al., 1990; Farquhar and Rich-
ards, 1984; Toft et al., 1989).

The ratio 1D:6 180 in physical systems is inversely related to drought severity (Dans-
gaard, 1964; Hoefs, 1987) which also should hold true for plant systems (Yakir et al., 1990).
To verify that 13C of plants is related to water use efficiency, leaf gas exchange measure-
mcnts of photosynthesis, transpiration and leaf conductance must be used to determine
real time measurements of water use efficiency, as well as, the slope of the relationship be-
twccn photosynthesis and conductance. The relationship between 813C and growth must
also be determined bycorrelation of the carbon isotope ratio with tree-ring indices. Using
this information, it can be determinedwhether these isotopic ratios can be used to examine
whether particular plant species are restricted to specific environments or not. For these
relationships to be usefully revealed, indicatorspecies, such as Utah juniper,withwide spa-
tial and deep-time distribution has been selected for study. This work is only preliminary
and is part of other research that this investigator is conducting. Although it is not funded
with Yucca Mountain monies, its conclusions are relevant to the questions being asked by
our Yucca Mountain research.

In addition to the research being conducted in southern Nevada, we have been con-
ducting major paleoenvironmental work in northern Nevada that is being funded by the
U.S. Forest Service. Much of this research is relevant to the Yucca Mountain research. It
will be included in the final project report that is being completed at this time. Results and
conclusions of all of our research for the Yucca Mountain Project will be discussed in that
report rather than at this time.

CONCLUSIONS

Although we do not discuss our final conclusions in this report, we would like to bring
up one point as to the focus of research for identifying periods, significantly wetter periods
of climate, that could potentially impact the waste repository. Based upon the vegetation
record that has been assembled to this point in time. There are basically three situations
with various permutations that produce significant increases in local effective moisture.
Thcse are: 1) cold-moist periods at the onset of glacial stades lasting several millennia
characterized by winter precipitation originating off the Pacific; 2) warm-moist periods
lasting a millennium or so during which summer rainfall originating off the Gulf of
California is increased significantly; and 3) periods of short-term (from a few months to
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scvcral years) rainfall increase generated by the El Ninyo phenomenon. Each of these ob-
viously will impact the effective moisture and thus groundwater recharge quite differently.

At the onset of glacial stages, either during the Pleistocene or during the Holocene
(the Neogene Glaciation event), considerable increases in rainfall characterized the Great
Basin as a whole. This long-term input would be most effective during its initial stages be-
fore the plant community had sufficient time to respond by increasingvegetation cover. It is
expected that groundwater recharge should be greatest at this time. Once vegetation cover
had increased, deep groundwater recharge should decrease. Because this rainfall is pri-
marily winter precipitation, it is expected that reduced evaporation rates at that time of
year should result in greater water availability for groundwater recharge.

Warm-moist period rainfall, although the actual rainfall might be quite consider-
able, would be effectively reduced by the higher evaporation rates of summer. Also, be-
cause this rainfall occurs at a time whenrvegetation cover is reduced due to summer die-off
and is more torrential in nature, surface runoff should be increased and one would expect
to find evidence of arroyo and wash flow and more water accumulation in playa bottoms.
interfluvial percolation should be reduced. Although this pattern may persist for a millen-
nium or more, the general impact should be less than that of the first pattern described
above.

Periods of rainfall generated under the El Ninyo pattern have many of the characte ris-
tics of both of the above described patterns. The rainfall can be generated during any sea-
son so that its impact would differ depending upon which season it occurred. In addition,
although its nature is generally torrential, when it occurs in winter it can result in the accu-
mulation of significant snow pack in the more mountainous regions. This would encourage
slow percolation and potential deep groundwater recharge at higher elevations. However,
the short duration of this phenomenon would limit plant response and vegetation cover
would not increase significantly to reduce surface runoff at lower elevations.

Each of these phenomena have occurred during both the Holocene and Pleistocene.
During the Pleistocene, the increased impact of precipitation would have been favored by
reduced evaporation due to reduced temperatures. Over time surface runoff would result
in the formation of perennial lakes. During the Holocene, increased evaporation rates
would favor reduced effective precipitation. The buffering effects of vegetation would also
differ during these periods. Increased vegetation cover during the Pleistocene would re-
duce the amount of water available for infiltration into the groundwater system. Reduced
vegetation cover during the Holocene would result in increased runoff, greater arroyo ac-
tivity and the creation of ephemeral lakes. The short-term impacts of El Ninyo events dur-
ing the Pleistocene vise vie the Holocene would have been enhanced by reduced evapora-
tion rates, but dampened by generally increased vegetation cover.

As a result of these assumptions, we are concentrating upon several periods. Between
24,500 to 23,000, 4,000 to 2,000, 1,000 to 800, and 400 to 250 B.P. We have periods of in-
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crcased winter precipitation with reduced annual temperatures. Between 16,000 to 15,000,
9,500 to 8,500, and from 1,600 to 1,000, we have periods of potentially increased summcr
rainfall with warmer temperatures. The El Ninyo periods can only be examined for the last
hundred years or so when the resolution of our tree-ring record can detail the biotic rc-
sponse to increased precipitation at the organismal level.

As outlined in the "Introduction" two factors regarding the impact of precipitation on
the deep groundwater are critical: 1) the actual increase in effective precipitation; and 2)
the rapidity of the increase. As a result, we are focusing our analyses on the periods outlined
above where each of these factors can be examined and the relative importance of each can
be assessed as to its impact on regional groundwater recharge. These conclusions will be
outlined in the final report that is nearing completion.

PUBLICATIONS & PAPERS

During the last year we have notwritten or presented papers on our research in south-
ern Nevada. However, we will be presenting at least one paper in October, and in addition
to completing the final project report we plan the submission of a summary paper to the
journal, Quatemary Research.
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ABSTRACT

REGIONAL GROUNDWATER FLOW AND RECHARGE,
YUCCA MOUNTAIN AND VICINITY, NEVADA-CALIFORNIA

By
Robert M. Byer, Jr.

AGU Meeting
Spring 1991

Yucca Mountain, the proposed site for a high-level nuclear waste repository, sits
atop a regional groundwater flow system that encompasses approximately 16,400 square
kilometers in southern Nevada-California. One of the concerns regarding the site is the
potential for radionuclide migration from the repository horizon down to the saturated
zone and thence to the accessible environment. Characterization of the regional
groundwater flow system, including estimates of recharge and groundwater ages, thus be-
conies critical in assessing the suitability of the site. A mixing-cell model calibrated with
the spatial distribution of carbon-14 in the groundwater simulates flow in the three
groundwater subbasins comprising the regional flow system. The Oasis Valley and Alkali
Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch subbasins are represented by a two-dimensional cell net-
work; a three-dimensional network represents the Ash Meadows subbasin. Thirty-five
cells are used. Steady-state flow conditions are assumed.

Total annual inflow to the system averages 53 million cubic meters and is approxi-
mately equally divided between underflow from outside the system boundaries and re-
charge derived from within the system boundaries. Almost 23 percent of the total flow orig-
inates in the Spring Mountains southeast of Yucca Mountain. Underflow from regions to
the north and east of the system accounts for 11 percent and 15 percent of the total flow,
respectively. Approximately 11 percent of the total flow is derived from recharge in the
Fortymile Canyon-Wash area, which corresponds to an average annual areally-distrib-
utcd recharge rate of almost 29 mm. Rainier Mesa is recharged at an average annual rate of
just over 8 mm. The range in long-term average annual recharge to the cell representing
Yucca Mountain is 0.15 to 0.32 million cubic meters, equivalent to areally-distributed
annual rates of approximately 2 to 4 mm. Minimum mean groundwater ages in the system
range from 2,200 years to almost 100,000 years old.
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ABSTRACT

ISOTOPIC CONSTRAINTS ON MODERN EVAPORATION RATES
AND SOIL MOISTURE IN THE WESTERN U.S.

By
Richard G. Craig
Neil L. Ingraham

Presented at
AGU Chapman Conference on Stable Isotope

June 1991

We formulate a climatic/hydrologic/isotopic model and use observed &D of precipita-
tion and surface water to constrain hydrologic parameters in each (10 km x 10 km) cell
along a 300 km west-to-east traverse of northern CA paralleling average wet season air
mass trajectories. Potential evapotranspiration is estimated from the Blaney-Criddle
equation. We find that evaporative recycling is a major control on isotopic composition of
water vapor and precipitation. Consequently, evaporative distillation cannot be adequate-
ly modeled without representing surface storage.

To do this we include a hydrology submodel. Interception loss is fixed at 12 percent of
precipitation during the growing season and does not fractionate. Storage cannot exceed
1.0 m. Both saturated and Hortonian overland flow are represented. A one-dimensional
subspace of the space of free parameters - - (1) percent Hortonian overland flow and (2)
base flow depletion -- can satisfy observed runoff totals. However, each combination of
these parameters implies a unique total storage. This in turn affects isotopic distillation
during evaporation (by the "percent original liquid remaining" term). Thuswe can unique-
ly identify an appropriate set of parameter values by choosing that set which best fits ob-
served 8D. Computations proceed month-by-month for up to 50 years, adjusting actual
evaporation as soil storage equilibrates iteratively. Model estimates of evaporation and
runoff compare favorably to published maps. An unconstrained prediction is the decrease
along the traverse of vertically integrated (to 325 mb) water vapor remaining in the atmo-
sphere, and this also matches observation very closely (within ±1 mm). Such high resolu-
tion model computations, constrained by observed 6D, provide a strong and previously un-
exploited tool for parameterization of regional hydrologic mass balance models.
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ABSTRACT

A LAGRANGIAN CALCULATION OF HYDROGEN ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION
ALONG AIR MASS TRAJECTORIES IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

By
Richard G. Craig
Neil Ingraham

Presented at
AGU Chapman Conference

Continental Isotopic Indicators of Climate
Jackson Hole, Wyoming

June 10-14, 1991

Our objective is to provide a calculation of the actual evolution of the relative abun-
dances of the stable isotopes of hydrogen along a pathway representing the average trans-
port direction in an area subject to strong orographic controls on precipitation. We consid-
er water source, air mass trajectory and variations of climate along a trajectory of northern
California from the coast to 400 km inland along the principal wintertime (Nov. -Feb.) at-
mospheric trajectory. Air mass trajectories are determined using 1980-1984 monthly av-
erage 700 mbwind vectors derived from the four nearest points of the NMC obtagonal grid.
Calculation of 8D used the Rayleigh equation assuming depletion to 60 percent of original
precipitable water at the coast with a 6D of -50 per mil. Water vapor loss is computed from
a Lagrangian-based statistical relation calibrated with a canonical regression. This yields
an estimate of monthly precipitation which has a mean accuracy of ±10 percent and is no-
whcre greater than 50 percent error for this period. Maximum precipitation (up to 1300
mm) occurs within 100 km of the coast. At 400 km inland, precipitation decreases to less
than 100 mm. Variation in fractionation factor, alpha, depends on surface temperature
which also is computed with the climate model to an accuracy of 10C. Recycling of moisture
by evaporation is assumed to be 20 percent of the precipitation amount.

Computed isotopic ratios show depletion to -95 per mil after 400 km and demon-
strate that recycling has an important impact on the rate of depletion. The depletion curve
is nearly linear throughout this distance and is concave upward over a longer trajectory.
Solutions are strongly dependent on the assumed windvelocity and only low net integrated
transport rates can reproduce observed values. Our results suggest that detailed vertical
profiles of water vapor content and velocity may be required to understand fractionation
along air mass trajectories.
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ABSTRACT

COMPUTING THE EFFECTS OF WET-SEASON TEMPERATURE
AND PRECIPITATION ON STABLE ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION

ALONG A TRANSECT IN CALIFORNIA

By
Richard G. Craig
Neil Ingraham
John F. Stamm

Presented at
Eight PACLIM Conference

Pacific Grove (Asilomar), California
March 10-13, 1991

Our objective is to provide a calculation of the actual evolution of the relative abun-
dances of the stable isotopes of hydrogen along a pathway representing the average trans-
port direction in an area subject to strong orographic controls on precipitation. We consid-
er water source, air mass trajectory and variations of climate along a trajectory of northern
California from the coast to 400 km inland along the principal wintertime (Nov. -Feb.) at-
mospheric trajectory. Air mass trajectories are determined using 1980-1984 monthly av-
erage 700 mb wind vectors derived from the four nearest points of the NMC octagonal grid.
Calculation of 6D used the Rayleigh equation assuming depletion to 60 percent of original
precipitable water at the coast with a 6D of -50 per mil. Water vapor loss is computed from
a Lagrangian-based statistical relation calibrated with a canonical regression. This yields
an estimate of monthly precipitation which has a mean accuracy of ±10 percent and is no-
where greater than 50 percent error for this period. Maximum precipitation (up to 1300
mm) occurs within 100 km of the coast. At 400 km inland, precipitation decreases to less
than 100 mm. Variation in fractionation factor, alpha, depends on surface temperature
which also is computed with the climate modelto an accuracyof 1 C. Recycling of moisture
by evaporation is assumed to be 20 percent of the precipitation amount.

Computed isotopic ratios show depletion to -95 per mil after 400 km and demon-
strate that recycling has an important impact on the rate of depletion. The depletion curve
is ncarly linear throughout this distance and is concave upward over a longer trajectory.
Solutions are strongly dependent on the assumed windvelocity and only low net integrated
transport rates can reproduce observed values. Our results suggest that detailed vertical
profiles of water vapor content and velocity may be required to understand fractionation
along air mass trajectories.
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SHALLOW VADOSE ZONE RESPONSE TO A SIMULATED PLUVIAL CLIMATE
AT A FIELD SITE NEAR YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA

S.L. Hokett, G.F. Cochran, and S.D. Smith

Abstract

In an effort to define how soil water in the shallow vadose zone might respond to cli-

mate change, a series of experimental plots were established approximately 3 km

northwest of Yucca Mountain, Nevada in an ephemeral stream channel. Ephemeral

stream channels represent the most likely geomorphic land form where recharge may

occur in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Trenching to a depth of 1.2 rn was performed

around 4 paired plots (4 vegetated and 4 cleared of vegetation) to allow instrumenta-

tion with horizontally and vertically driven Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) probes.

Soil column side walls were double wrapped with plastic and the trenches were-

backfilled to the surface. Spauldings' 1983 pluvial climate model was used as a basis

for calculating a net precipitation deficit based on current temperatures and precipita-

tion. The monthly calculated precipitation deficit was then applied to each paired plot

using drip line irrigation systems. Soil moisture and wetting front advancement were

monitored with TDR twice each month. Soil water content data were used to make

evaporation, transpiration, and recharge estimations.

Results indicate that wetting front advancement was significantly reduced by

vegetation during periods of active plant transpiration, such that measurable amounts

of recharge did not occur in the vegetated plots. If recharge were to occur in vegetated

areas of the wash, it would occur during the winter months when vegetation is dor-

mant. Annual recharge rates calculated for the non-vegetated plots indicate that from

45 to 50 mm of recharge occurred under the simulated pluvial climate. Using the

highest estimates of current recharge for the area, this represents an increase in

recharge by a factor of 10. These estimates may be conservative since surface water

runoff was not considered.

*Submitted for publication in the "Special Issue of Radioactive Waste
Management and the Nuclear Fuel Cycle on the Yucca Mountain Project."
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Introduction

Yucca Mountain, Nevada has been proposed by the Secretary of Energy for study

as the country's first high-level nuclear waste repository. Yucca Mountain is located

160 km northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada on the western boundary of the Department

of Energy Nevada Test Site facility. The geologic structure of Yucca Mountain is com-

posed of welded and non-welded volcanic tuffs. The mountain is 10 km long and

stands 300 to 450 m above the surrounding canyons and desert flats. The Topopah

Springs Welded Tuff formation has been selected as the host rock for the repository

and is positioned approximately 230 m beneath the surface and 180 to 210 m above

the water table.

The rate at which groundwater recharge is occurring in the Yucca Mountain area

is of great concern since groundwater has the highest potential for transporting

radionuclides from the repository to the accessible environment Groundwater recharge

rates have a significant impact on groundwater velocities and the location of ground-

water discharge points. The ephemeral stream channels of the Yucca Mountain area

are the most likely areas where recharge may occur due to periodic surface water flow

and the existance of coarse grained wash sediments which allow rapid infiltration of

water coupled with inefficient removal by evaporation.

Groundwater recharge is difficult to estimate since the amount of recharge is

dependent upon storm duration, intensity, antecedent soil water content, and evapotran-

spiration rates. Current recharge estimates in the state of Nevada have been based pri-

marily upon techniques that provide regional values of recharge based upon water

budget studies and analysis of geothermal heat flux (Maxey - Eaken, 1976). Given the

hydrologic variability and complexity of the Yucca Mountain area, the confidence level

of such estimates is low. To date, no direct measurements of recharge have been

made for Yucca Mountain.
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In an effort to directly study the recharge process a field site was established 3

km northwest of the proposed repository (Leay, 1990). This study examined the fate

of naturally occurring precipitation and the vegetative responses to various natural

climatic conditions during 1987 and 1988. Wetting front advancement, recharge rates,

and evapotranspiration were measured in a series of soil pits and adjacent to desert

shrubs with a technique called Time Domain Refiectometry (MDR). TDR provides an

accurate, non-destructive measure of volumetric moisture content by measuring the

travel time of an electromagnetic wave through the soil along the length of parallel

metallic rods, (Topp and Davis, 1985). The conclusion of this study was that most pre-

cipitation events observed were not of sufficient intensity or duration to cause wetting

front advancement beyond the effective depth of evapotranspiration (Leary, 1990).

Given the length of time which the proposed nuclear repository must contain the

waste, it is important to not only consider current recharge rates but also to consider

recharge rates under future, possibly wetter climates such as occurred in the last plu-

vial maximum 10,000 to 15,000 years ago. The objective of our study was to deter-

mine the response of the near surface hydrologic environment to a pluvial maximum

climate. Several irrigation plots were established in the wash site described above, and

a pluvial maximum climate was simulated on each of the plots by artificial irrigation.

Materials and Methods

Sire Description

In March 1989, a study site was established 160 km northwest of Las Vegas (3

km northwest of the proposed Yucca Mountain nuclear waste repository) in a broad

ephemeral stream channel (36 55' 34" north latitude , 116 33' 25" west longitude,

elevation 1295 m), (Fig. 1).. Soils were comprised of deep, well drained alluvial

material derived primarily from volcanic sources, exhibiting continuous and discontinu-
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ous layers of gravelly and cobbly textured horizons with loamy very coarse sand to

coarse sandy loam. The permeability was estimated to be extremely high, with exces-

sive drainage and low or medium runoff (except during high intensity precipitation

events). Slopes range from 1 to 3 percent with a south to southeast aspect. The cli-

mate is arid with hot, dry summers punctuated by infrequent convectional thunder

storms. Winters are cool with minor snow fall occurring most years. Winter storms are

generally regional fronts originating from the Pacific Ocean. The vegetation of the area

is characteristic of northem Mojave Desert scrub, and is dominated by Coleogyne

ramosissima (blackbrush), Ephedra nevadensis (mormon tea), and several subordinate

shrubs.

Experimental Plot Set-Up and Instrwnentation

Four paired 2 m x 2 m experimental plots were established in a broad ephemeral

stream channel to allow simulation of a pluvial maximum climate (Fig. 2a). Plots

were subjectively chosen to provide relatively complete plant cover, since vegetation

cover would likely increase during a pluvial climate. Vegetation was left undisturbed

in one plot and in each adjacent plot all vegetation was removed to ground level.

Each plot was trenched to a depth of 1.2 m and then instrumented with horizontally

and vertically driven TDR probes (Fig. 2b). Trenches were also dug between all paired

plots. Soil column side walls were then double wrapped with plastic to prevent lateral

migration of applied water.

Six millimeter diameter stainless steel rods were cut to the desired lengths and

used as TDR probes. MDR probe pairs, each 0.46 m in length, were installed horizon-

tallv at 0.15 m increments beginning at 0.15 m below the surface and extending to a

depth of 1.2 m (Fig. 2b). TDR probe pairs that were 0.15, 0.30, 0.60, 0.90, and 1.20

meters in length were installed vertically in the center of each plot. Each horizontal

probe was electrically connected to a length of Beldon 180 ohm TV cable of sufficient
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length to reach to the surface. Trenches were then back-filled to the surface with the

original soil.

Pluvial Climate Simulation

A pluvial climate model was used as the basis for calculating a monthly net pre-

cipitation deficit based on current temperatures and precipitation (Spaulding, 1983).

The simulated climate represents a 40 percent increase in precipitation on an annual

basis and a decrease in annual temperatures by 11 degrees F. Paclrat midden data sug-

gests that such a climate may have occurred 18,000 years ago (Spaulding, 1983) and

thus it is conceivable that a similar climate might again develop during the life of the

proposed nuclear waste repository. Following this model, naturally vegetated and bare

soil plots were irrigated twice each month over a 15 month period (March 1989 - July

1990) using a drip line irrigation system (Fig 3a). Irrigation was suspended in plots 2

and 4 during the last 4 months of the study (A7-I 1990 - July 1990) to allow monitor-

ing of soil water re-distribution (Fig 3b).

Data Collection

TDR measurements were taken before and after each irrigation with a Tektronix

1502 (TDR) cable tester. Traces from the 1.2 m and 0.90 m TDR probes were printed

in the field and interpreted in the laboratory. All other traces were interpreted in the

field. This procedure was implemented because the longer probe traces were difficult -

to interpret in the field (the troughs were very broad with a gentle rise as compared to

short probe traces which were sharply defined). Soil water content data obtained from

the TDR measurements were used to calculate water loss, wetting front advancement,

and recharge rates.

Water Loss Calculations
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To calculate water loss, TDR readings were taken using the 1.2 m vertical probes

before irrigating. This yielded an integrated average of the initial volumetric water

content in the top 1.2 m of soil. By multiplying this value by the probe length, the

total water in the soil column per unit area was obtained. Each study plot was then

irrigated following the monthly watering schedule. Natural precipitation was measured

with a True Check rain gauge. Twice each month, TDR readings were repeated on the

1.2 m vertical probes. With this data the following water budget formula was

developed to determine water loss:

Tw = Iw + I + P

Where:

Tw = Total plot water (mnm)

= beginning water in each plot as determined by TDR (mm)

I = Quantity of water applied during previous irrigation (mm)

P = Site precipitation since last irrigation

To calculate water loss the following water budget formula was used:

Water Loss = Tw - Rw

Where:

Rw = remaining water in plot determined with TDR data.

It should be noted that during the latter portion of the study, after the wetting

front had progressed to the maximum instrumentation depth (1.2 in), the distinction

between downward percolation of water and upward movement through evapotran-
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spiration could not be made. In addition. the assumption was made that the soil mois-

ture reading recorded at the location of the 1.2 m probes was representative of the

moisture content of the entire plot.

Recharge Calculations

The horizontal TDR data were used to calculate recharge in the bare plots. To do

this, two conditions must be met. First, the wetting front must be shallower than the

deepest probes to allow distinction between evaporative and deep percolation water

losses from the plot, and the depth of effective evaporation must be kwown and be

shallower than the deepest probes. The first criteria was met for part of the study (until

the later winter monthes), and the effective evaporation depth was determined by mon-

itoring soil moisture redistribution during the final monthes of the study (April - July)

in bare plots which the wetting front had reached 1.2 m and irrigation had been dis-

continued. At 0.60 m or deeper in the bare plots, evaporation was not able to extract

moisture even during the high evaporative monthes of summer and in cooler monthes

evaporation would be effective to even shallowtr depths. Though vapor transport may

be effective to far greater depths, in this study it apparently represents a small com-

ponent of the water budget analysis as it was not significant enough to effect a detect-

able decrease in water content in the soil below 0.6 m during the 4 monthes.of mois-

ture redistribution. To calculate potential recharge, the volumetric water content from

the horizontal probe data beginning at 0.60 m and extending to 1.2 m were averaged

and multiplied by the thickness of the soil column (610 mm). This yielded the water in

millimeters per unit area in the bottom half of the instrumented soil column. Since

this interval of the soil was determined to be beyond the reach of evaporation. addi-

tions of water represent potential recharge. This approach to recharge calculation is

reasonably valid due to the extremely low soil moisture contents at the beginning of

the study, making steady state drainage unlikely. However. after the wetting front had
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progressed to the deepest horizontal probe depth (1.2 m), downward steady state

drainage is likely, and this technique would not be effective in detecting recharge. As a

result, this method was not used after the water content at the deepest probe depth was

elevated above the initial water content. This methodology was not employed for the

vegetated plots since soil water re-distribution indicated that water was easily removed

down to our deepest probe depth (1.2 m).

Background Measurements

As a control for the experiment, background responses to natural precipitation

events were monitored in non-vegetated and vegetated areas of the wash environment.

Steady State Porometry was utilized to directly measure plant unspiration. For the

purposes of this paper, this type of measurement was used only as a qualitative indica-

tion of plant transpiration, with the major conclusions being drawn from TDR data.

Results

Wetting front advancement was significantly reduced in the vegetated plots as

compared to the non-vegetated plots during the period of active plant transpiration

(March - October), and remained between 0.60 m and 0.75 m until after cold tempera-

tures induced plant dormancy (Fig. 4). In non-vegetated plots infiltration progressed

steadily throughout the year, even during high evaporative conditions of mid-summer

(Fig. 5). After winter plant dormancy was initiated, wetting front advancement in the

vegetated plots proceeded in a manner similar to the bare plots (Fig. 4, 5).

Imgation was suspended in plots 2 and 4 during the last 4 months of the study

(April through July) to observe water removal characteristics in the vegetated and

non-vegetated plots. In all 4 vegetated plots water extraction was highly efficient

down to the deepest probe depth (1.2 m) (Fig 4). It should be noted that water extrac-

tion at the deepest probe depth was also efficient in the vegetated plots in which
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irrigation was not interrupted. In the non-vegetated plots, water extraction by evapora-

tion was not effective at depths greater than 0.60 mn, and was not highly efficient at

even the shallowest instrument depth (0.1 Sm) (Fig 5).

Water loss from vegetated plots was consistently higher than non-vegetated plots

except during the winter months (December through February) (Fig. 6). During this

time period water loss declined in vegetated plots while water loss in the non-

vegetated plots increased in proportion to applied water. It should be noted that the

wetting front had reached the deepest instrument depth (1.2 m) by December in the

non-vegetated plots. It is likely that the greater water loss recorded in the non-

vegetated plots was due to percolation of water below our deepest instrument depths.

Total water loss for the period between March 1989 and July 1990 in the vegetated

plots ranged from 408 to 485 mm as compared to 333 to 413 mm in the non-vegetated

plots. Although there was considerable variation in water loss among the individual

vegetated plots and bare plots, when comparing vegetated plots to their adjacent bare

plots the vegetated plot water loss ranged from 71 to 76 mm greater than their respec-

tive bare plots (Fig 6).

The normal period of plant transpiration was extended through the high tempera-

tures of summer by irrigation, indicating that summer vegetation dormancy may be pri-

marily controlled by soil water deficit. However, plant dormancy did occur in response

to colder temperatures, regardless of soil water availability.

Based on observations of the soil water profile over the course of this study, it is

not thought that a measurable amount of recharge occurred in the vegetated plots.

Recharge estimates based on soil water increases at 0.60 m or deeper in the bare plots

from March 15, 1989 to March 1, 1990 ranged from 43 to 52 mm (Fig. 7).

Discussion
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Under a pluvial maximum climate, the vegetated areas of washes of the Yucca

Mountain area would likely utilize most seasonal precipitation during periods of active

plant transpiration. Plant transpiration would probably continue longer into the dry

summer than at present, but plants would still go dormant in response to colder tem-

peratures in the winter. During winter months increases in soil water content and wet-

ting front advancement would thus occur. The nature of the vegetation and its cold

temperature tolerances would dictate the length of winter dormancy and would there-

fore control the percentage of winter precipitation that would infiltrate beyond the root-

ing zone before the vegetation became active each spring. In our study, winter

increases in wetting front depth and soil moisture content were quickly utilized once

the vegetation began to transpire in the spring, indicating that very little recharge was

occurring even in the winter months. Since our deepest probe depth was 1.2 m and

the shrubs were able to easily extract water from this depth, it is not clear how deep

water would have to infiltrate to be beyond the reach of the vegetation on this site

In the active channels of the wash, even under present climatic conditions, plants

and lateral roots are removed by periodic flooding events. Under a wetter climate this

mechanism of plant and root removal from the channels would be even more effective,

possibly resulting in larger scoured areas without vegetation. Various researchers have

found that liquid phase conductivity through gravel layers becomes quite low at high

matric suctions (more negative) (Unger, 1971). Consequently, under dry conditions

gravel layers essentially prevent liquid water flow to the surface and evaporation is pri-

marily a function of water vapor diffusion to the soil surface (Unger, 1971). Gee and

Simmons (1979) found at the Hanford Site that vapor transport will seldom exceed

0.06 mm/year. The grain size of our soils are coarser than those describe by Gee and

Simmons, thus their vapor flux estimate is probable higher than would be expected at

our site. These observations are further supported by the inefficiency which water was

removed by evaporation in our bare soil plots. As a result of vegetation removal,
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recharge in the active channel environments is more closely modeled by the non-

vegetated plot responses to increased precipitation. Given the inefficient water remo-

val by evaporation, on this site, it is likely that during a pluvial climate a significant

vearlv flux of recharge would occur in this environment just as a result of direct pre-

cipitation. However, in the active channels of the wash environment under a wetter cli-

mate, it is likely that periodic flooding events would occur, resulting in significant

additions of water to the soil column. It is difficult to quantify how much water could

be expected to be added by such events, but it is plausible that a single flooding event

could add as much water to the soil as would be added by precipitation during the

entire year. Water added in a single pulse such as this would infiltrate to a much

greater depth than a similar quantity of water added over the course of the year. It is

likelv that a large portion of the water from such an event would infiltrate beyond the

reach of evaporation and become potential recharge. In addition, with cooler tempera-

tures and higher humidities,, bare soil evaporation would be significantly less effective

than it currently is. As a result of these factors, the recharge estimates based on the

TDR data in the non-vegetated plots should be viewed as minimum values for the

non-vegetated active channels as well as other non-vegetated areas of the Yucca

Mountain area.

Conclusions

Based on packrat midden data a pluvial maximum climate was thought to have

occurred in the Yucca Mountain area within the past 18,000 years (Spaulding, 1983).

It is therefore plausible that such a climate might develop within the operational life

span of the proposed Yucca Mountain nuclear repository. Given such a climate, some

recharge may occur in the vegetated areas of the wash environments during the winter

months, and significant recharge, prehaps tens times todays rate, is possible in non-

vectted areas of the active wash channels and other non-vegetated areas of Yucca
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Mountain, as a result of surface precipitation alone. The inclusion of surface water run

off from flooding events would obviously increase this estimate, though the exact

increase is not known.
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Figure Captions

Fig. l.a. Location map, showing the State of Nevada and the Nevada Test Site.

Fig. l.b. Study site location relative to the Nevada Test Site and the proposed nuclear

repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

Fig. 2.a. Location of the paired plots within the ephemeral stream channel.

Fig. 2.b. Individual plot instrumentation with vertically and horizontally driven TDR

probes.

Fig,. 3.a. Monthly irrigation schedule and site precipitation for paired plots 1 and 3.

Fig. 3.b. Monthly irrigation schedule and site precipitation for paired plots 2 and 4.

Fig. 4. Soil moisture profiles for the 4 bare soil plots during the 15 month study.

Hatched patterns represent volumetric soil moisture content as determined with the

horizontal TMR data.

Fig. 5. Soil moisture profiles for the 4 vegetated soil plots during the course of the

study.

Fig. 6. Comparative water loss between vegetated plots and adjacent bare soil plots.

Fig. 7. Cumulative recharge rates calculated for the bare plots for a one year period

beginning March 1989. Calculations were cut off at this point due to the probability of

steady state downward drainage during the latter months of the study.
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ABSTRACT

We describe a coupled local climate/isotope model which can
calculate Rayleigh type processes of distillation and
fractionation of hydrogen isotopes along individual air mass
flowlines in the western U.S. The climate model is an extension
of that detailed earlier by Craig and Stamm (1990). The isotope
calculations are a more spatially detailed application of the
stepwise Rayleigh-process equation of Rozanski et al. (1982).
Volumetric effects of evapotranspiration (ET) are included. The
model allows sensitivity studies of the influence of ET
recycling.

This model is applied to evaluate the applicability of an
hypothesis, formulated by Yonge et al. (1989) for British
Columbia, that observed SD can be explained by a simple single-
stage Rayleigh process without the need to incorporate the
effects of ET. We find that no values of vapor flux provide a
plausible representation of the data when ET rate is zero. And
no ET rate provides a plausible fit to the data when that rate is
held constant throughout the traverse studied. Our results
support the hypothesis of Ingraham and Taylor (1991) that several
distinct ET regimes exist and that, beyond about 50 km inland of
the coast, ET recycling is an important element of the isotopic
budget. The combination of a spatially-detailed climatic model
with observational data on SD can help to constrain important
hydrologic parameters.

Proceedings of the Eighth PACLIM Conference, Pacific Grove (Asilomar) Calif., 1991.
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INTRODUCTION

Evapotranspiration (ET) is perhaps the least understood
component of the hydrologic cycle (Brutsaert, 1982); nevertheless
its effect can dominate the hydrology of western North America.
Stable isotopes of water have proven to be effective tools for
understanding and characterizing other components of hydrologic
systems. Thus, for example, the nature and degree of depletion
by rain-out -- the 'Continental Effect' of Friedman et al. (1964)
-- is interpreted in terms of increasing depletion of the heavier
isotope (e.g. deuterium, D) as larger fractions of precipitation
are extracted from the atmosphere. The effect of
evapotranspirational recycling on the stable isotopic ratios of
inland meteoric water represents one potential source of
information which can help to quantify that component in western
North America; however, these effects have not been conclusively
quantified. Such quantification would require computing the
geographic variations of SD along an atmospheric flow path
(Rozanski, et al., 1982). The erratic variations of climate due
to orographic effects have precluded such efforts to date.

Several researchers have used the geographic variation in
stable isotopic ratios in meteoric water along transport paths as
a tool to determine the amount of terrestrial recycling.
Rozanski et al. (1982) computed stable isotopic evolution of air
masses crossing central Europe assuming westerly transport across
a coarse grid (5' x 10v) with a stepwise Rayleigh distillation:

R(p)i - ai R(v)i-1 fa(i) (1)

where:
R(p)i = isotopic ratio of precipitation in cell i,
R(v)iil = isotopic ratio of water vapor in upwind cell,
ai = fractionation factor in cell i,
fi= fraction of vapor remaining within cell i,

including the effects of winter precipitation and summer ET.
They found evaporative recycling to be volumetrically important
in defining isotope ratios. Rozanski et al. (1982) concluded
that variations in local precipitation were primarily controlled
by upwind regional-scale precipitation/ET events modified only
slightly by local temperature fluctuations.

Rindsberger, et al. (1983; see also Leguy, et al., 1983)
demonstrated empirically that distinct trajectories (terrestrial
versus oceanic) produce detectable differences in the isotopic
composition of precipitatio y in Israel. Salati et al. (1979)
attributed a depletion in 6 80 of 0.075 per mil/100 km in
precipitation of the Amazon Basin to a large contribution of
moisture recycled by ET. Gat and Matsui (1989) have recently
analyzed the ratio of evaporation to transpiration in the Amazon
Basin using a steady-flux model incorporating deuterium excess
values (defined as d = SD - 8 Sl6o). The lack of geographic
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variation in the stable isotope ratios of ground water has been
explained as representing a closed hydrologic system (Ingraham
and Taylor, 1986; 1991). However, Salati et al. (1979) found a
lack of geographic variation in an open system where extreme ET
recycling nourishes downwind precipitation.

Not all researchers have observed the influence of ET on the
stable isotopic ratios of inland meteoric waters. Smith et al.
(1979) compared the isotopic composition of precipitation in
California and western Nevada to isotopic fractionation in a
pseudo-adiabatically rising air mass. However, their analysis
neglected possible precipitation over the ocean prior to reaching
the coast, and did not assess upwind ET recycling of water.
Yonge, et al. (1989) modeled the stable isotopic ratios of
surface waters across western Canada to the Great Divide (over
500 km distance inland) in terms of a single-stage Rayleigh
distillation curve concluding that precipitation west of the
divide did not appear to be greatly affected by ET.

When SD values reported by Ingraham and Taylor (1986; 1991)
for the surface and shallow ground water are plotted vs. distance
from the Pacific Ocean, distinct segments of isotopic depletion
are discernible. The isotopic depletion within each segment
appears regular on a large scale, and each segment is continuous
with the next. Coastal segments display linear depletion trends
of various slopes, while those representing the Great Basin, a
vast area of interior drainage, show little further decrease in
SD with distance from the coast.

The differing isotopic characteristics of the 'trends' were
interpreted (Ingraham and Taylor 1986; 1991) as indicating
distinct hydrologic regimes that correlate with relative
differences in the vertical fluxes of meteoric water estimated
from measured ET and precipitation. The two continental segments
appear to require terrestrial recycling of meteoric water to
explain the geographic variation in SD of inland meteoric water.
This hypothesis motivates the current study where we provide
quantitative measures of the impact of terrestrial recycling on
SD. An important question-that we address here is whether single
stage Rayleigh processes can explain the observed variation of SD
as suggested by Yonge, et al. (1989). Because of the difficulty
of computing ET directly, we choose an alternative strategy and
specify ET as a fixed fraction of precipitation. This provides a
first order estimate of the effects of evaporative recycling on
the isotope signature.

METHOD

We use a coupled climate/isotope model to predict the stable
isotopic composition of meteoric water along a transect across
northern California. The climate model (Craig and Stamm, 1990)
considers wind flowlines, temperature, and amount of
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precipitation when determining the climate at a specific
v-' location. By extending the climate model to compute the effect

of Rayleigh processes (Rozanski, et al., 1982) on stable isotopic
ratios in meteoric waters, we can study their variations along
the atmospheric flowline at a level of detail (10 km) where the
isotopic variation within a grid cell is negligible. In this way
we can estimate the impact of terrestrial recycling on the stable
isotopic ratios of inland meteoric water.

We compute total precipitation and maximum temperature in a
mountainous region with important orographic effects by the use
of a statistical semi-Lagrangian computation of climatic
variables calibrated from a canonical analysis of the
instrumental record (Craig and Stamm, 1990). The model is
formulated to represent the physical influence of orographic
processes through surrogate measures (e.g. height the air mass
rises over orographic barriers upwind). The grid spacing is
sufficiently fine to represent orographic variations within the
area and so that the variation of Rayleigh processes within a
grid cell is negligible. This model also provides temporal detail
on the climate variables at a monthly scale.

Our method of isotopic analysis follows closely that of
Rozanski et al. (1982). We differ in using a grid spacing almost
two orders of magnitude more fine. And whereas Rozanski, et al.
could use 10-year averages of observational data to define the

<__ climate of their large grid boxes, such data are not available at
the scale needed to represent orographic influences in western
North America. Thus, we use estimates of mean monthly
temperature and precipitation derived from the climate model
calibrated with five year averages of instrumental data. As did
Rozanski et al., we assume isotopic enrichment during ET is
negligible. Although this may be a poor approximation on an
annual basis in our study area, we feel that this assumption is
allowed for an initial investigation such as this when attention
is confined to the wet season and for the application we report.
Rozanski, et al. (1982) also assumed that atmospheric transport
was zonal throughout the year. We restrict our assumption to the
wet season and suggest that observational data support this
assumption as a first order approximation (Figure 1).

* *

* Insert Figure 1 about here. *
* ,*

The climate in this region is essentially bimodal with a
cool wet season and a hot dry season (Court, 1982), we have
chosen to model the isotopic processes for only the wet-season.
We define the wet season as November through March, inclusive.
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Both observational data (see, for example, Court, 1982) and the
model results (Figure 2) are consistent in showing that about 75%
of precipitation falls during this period. We assume that
isotopic processes here are dominated by the continental effect
during the wet season and we focus on deriving estimates of the
degree of depletion of precipitation which are consistent with
the observed depletion of surface water samples. Thus, we
acknowledge that isotopically important processes can operate
during the dry season but assume their effect will be to enrich
the surface water.

* *

* Insert Figure 2 about here. *
* *

To illustrate these calculations we select a traverse at the
same latitude ('41V30'N) as that of Ingraham and Taylor (1991,
their Traverse I), and extending 400 km from the coast. This
traverse corresponds very closely to the average atmospheric
flowlines of upper level air masses during the wet season in this
area (Figure 1). We use the local climate model of Craig and
Stamm (1990) to compute monthly temperature and precipitation at
each (10 km x 10 km) grid cell along this transect. We fix the
initial SD of precipitation at the coast (aDo) as the mean of the
values of CD of precipitation observed by Ingraham and Taylor
(1991) at that location. Since the climate model is calibrated
to estimate the mean monthly value of maximum daily temperatures,
we reduce that figure by 5C to estimate mean monthly average
daily temperature (see, for example, Barry, 1981, p. 22).

Rayleigh processes (fractionation and distillation) during
formation of precipitation are computed using the equation of
Rozanski, et al. (1982). We use the formula of Majoube (1971) to
estimate the fractionation factor, a, as a function of
temperature during formation of precipitation. All fractionation
is assumed to result from vapor-to-liquid phase transitions. We
use surface temperature extrapolated to the approximate 800 mb
altitude at the dry adiabatic lapse rate for this computation.
ET is computed as a fraction, -, of the amount of precipitation
at the grid cell during the wet season. That fraction is fixed
throughout the traverse but can be varied from one experiment to
another. Evaporated water advects downwind to mix in the next
grid cell at a velocity, n, that can be varied for each
experiment but is also constant throughout the transect.
Volumetric mixing of isotopic compositions of evaporating and
atmospheric vapor is computed at each step. Thus, we assume that
complete mixing occurs throughout the vertical column (to 325 mb
level) within 10 km.
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Twenty-one surface and shallow ground water samples from
Traverse I of Ingraham and Taylor (1991) were compared to model
solutions. The traverse was aligned parallel to the atmospheric
flow path so as to determine the maximum changes in isotopic
composition in meteoric water as it passes from west to east.
The traverse included several physiographic and hydrologic
provinces, among them the Great Basin. Shallow ground waters
were considered to be the type of sample that best-represented
average precipitation, being the least sensitive to extreme
yearly, seasonal and intra-storm isotopic variability, yet
reflecting the current climate and hydrologic regime.

ITERATIVE PROCEDURE

We first fix the amount of precipitable water, E, in the air
mass (integrated from sea level to the 320 mb level) at the coast
as 10.6 =m water equivalent based on wet season values reported
by Court (1982). E can be changed but we kept it at that value
for all computations reported here.

ET is expressed as the fraction, I, of wet season
precipitation that evaporates or transpires during the wet
season. We fix t as a constant along the entire transect. From
this and the previously computed precipitation, Pi, we estimate
the amount of surface water evaporated and/or transpired at each
cell, i, of the traverse.

ETi = X Pix

We also fix an initial value for advection velocity, n.
From n and E we compute the flux of vapor to the first cell in
the traverse. For example, with n = 3.7 m/sec, the flux is 39 kg
M_ Isec A. Using Pi and ETj, we compute the residual atmospheric
vapor volume and isotope ra io in each cell after mixing, and Fv.

Having solved all the hydrologic parameters needed, we next
compute the isotopic implications of these fluxes using the
equations of Friedman et al. (1964) and Rozanski, et al. (1982).
The resulting predicted isotopic ratios of precipitation are
plotted (e.g. the solid line in Figure 3) and compared to
observation (squares and triangles in Figure 3).

******************* *** ************************ ***** *** ** ********

* *

* Insert Figure 3 about here. *
* *

Based on this comparison, modifications of free parameters
(t and n) may be made and a new calculation completed. These
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Both observational data (see, for example, Court, 1982) and the
model results (Figure 2) are consistent in showing that about 75%
of precipitation falls during this period. We assume that
isotopic processes here are dominated by the continental effect
during the wet season and we focus on deriving estimates of the
degree of depletion of precipitation which are consistent with
the observed depletion of surface water samples. Thus, we
acknowledge that isotopically important processes can operate
during the dry season but assume their effect will be to enrich
the surface water.

* *

* Insert Figure 2 about here. *
* *

To illustrate these calculations we select a traverse at the
same latitude (-41030'N) as that of Ingraham and Taylor (1991,
their Traverse I), and extending 400 km from the coast. This
traverse corresponds very closely to the average atmospheric
flowlines of upper level air masses during the wet season in this
area (Figure 1). We use the local climate model of Craig and
Stamm (1990) to compute monthly temperature and precipitation at
each (10 km x 10 km) grid cell along this transect. We fix the
initial 6D of precipitation at the coast (6DO) as the mean of the
values of 6D of precipitation observed by Ingraham and Taylor
(1991) at that location. Since the climate model is calibrated
to estimate the mean monthly value of maximum daily temperatures,
we reduce that figure by 59C to estimate mean monthly average
daily temperature (see, for example, Barry, 1981, p. 22).

Rayleigh processes (fractionation and distillation) during
formation of precipitation are computed using the equation of
Rozanski, et al. (1982). We use the formula of Majoube (1971) to
estimate the fractionation factor, a, as a function of
temperature during formation of precipitation. All fractionation
is assumed to result from vapor-to-liquid phase transitions. We
use surface temperature extrapolated to the approximate 800 mb
altitude at the dry adiabatic lapse rate for this computation.
ET is computed as a fraction, I, of the amount of precipitation
at the grid cell during the wet season. That fraction is fixed
throughout the traverse but can be varied from one experiment to
another. Evaporated water advects downwind to mix in the next
grid cell at a velocity, n, that can be varied for each
experiment but is also constant throughout the transect.
Volumetric mixing of isotopic compositions of evaporating and
atmospheric vapor is computed at each step. Thus, we assume that
complete mixing occurs throughout the vertical column (to 325 mb
level) within 10 km.
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iterations proceed until an acceptable fit is achieved. We
assume that at any chosen location, precipitation will be more
depleted in D than the ground water since ground water is
subjected to evaporation and isotopic enrichment. This should be
true if there is no significant shallow inter-basin flow between
the (10 km x 10 km) grid cells, if the system is volumetrically
equilibrated, and if all significant isotopic processes are
confined to the wet season. Thus, we can use the isotope data in
conjunction with the model to search for estimates of 9 and n
which are consistent with the observations. We next describe a
series of experiments leading to our conclusions about such
values.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows results for a control experiment (A) in which
n 3.7 m/sec, approximately the average 700 mb zonal velocity in
this area (Schutz and Gates, 1971), and 4 - 0.0. Virtually no
depletion of the precipitation occurs and this can only be
ascribed to selection of an n which is too high to be realistic.
We conclude that a lower n is more appropriate. After some
experimentation, we found that nfls of the order 2 m/sec provide
the closest fit.

Figure 3 shows two additional experiments which bracket what
appear to be the most likely range of advection velocities if ET
recycling is not considered (i.e. 4 = 0.0). For example,
experiment B, with n = 2.0 yields a curve too depleted relative
to the observational data. Experiment C (n - 3.0 m/sec)
illustrates a close fit to the data. The predicted values of
precipitation in experiment C are less depleted than observed in
the western portion of the traverse and more depleted than
observed in the eastern portion.

We note that none of these experiments yield what we
consider to be 'good' fits to the data. In particular, they all
imply continuing depletion of precipitation with increasing
distance inland; something that is not seen in the data. We
hypothesize that the observed 'leveling off' of the isotope
record is due, at least in part, to the volumetric effect of
evaporative recycling. As moisture is returned to the
atmosphere, the rate of decrease of the volume of water vapor is
lessened. The term F in eqn. (1) does not decrease as fast and
therefore depletion of precipitated water is less. To test this
hypothesis, we perform three experiments (D, E, and F) with 4 set
at 20% (Figure 4). In these experiment we consider the effect of
varying n over a small range when some evaporative recycling is
included.
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* *

* Insert Figure 4 about here. *
* *

Again, none of the curves provide what we believe is a good
fit to the data. The effect of recycling is to lower the
advection velocity needed to produce curves similar to those of
Figure 3. In general there is a trade-off between these two
parameters; higher values of the one can be balanced by lower
values of the other. Thus, our results do not require recycling
to be important in this area; but, changes in slope can be
explained by recycling. And, if n is held constant, changes in
slope of the depletion curve may be parsimoniously explained by
known variations in A.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the general forms of depletion
trends that can be obtained with a constant value of I or if a
simple single-stage Rayleigh process is at work. At higher
values of I (we experimented with 40%, 60% and 80%) we find that
the model curves show variations in slope but display that same
general form. Modest variations of n are required to achieve the
same fit. All curves show a relatively steep curvilinear decline
within the first 55 km inland and we attribute this to "rainout"
due to the high precipitation amounts near the coast.
Precipitation is so high in that segment (Figure 2) that effects
of changes in n and I are of second order. None of the results
capture the magnitude of depletion actually observed. This is
because we have constrained our solutions to remain stable
throughout the length of the traverse with constant n and I. Any
solution which captures the early depletion deviates wildly from
the data before it extends 100 km from the coast.

To illustrate this point, we show a solution (Figure 5) with
= 0%, n = 1.0 and an initial SD = -45 per mil. In this case we

see an almost perfect fit of model to observed data over the
first 55 km. This leads us to ask whether n = 1.0 could be a
reasonable value to use throughout the traverse. We find that
the form of curve in Figure 5 is extremely sensitive to the value
of {; I = 5% gives a poorer fit to the precipitation data. It is
interesting to determine what I would give a low enough slope to
agree with the groundwater data beyond 55 km. Interestingly, we
find that no I can give such a slope when n - 1.0; a change of n
must be involved. In Figure 5 we also show results with n = 2.7
and I = 20% and 6DO = -90 per mil. We suggest that the slope And
location of this solution corresponds roughly to the depletion
actually implied by the data beyond 55 km and that changes in n
and I along the traverse can explain the observed variation of
SD. The interaction between I and n do not allow us to specify a
unique combination at this time and we leave that as a future
exercise.
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****:**** ** *** * * ***** *** ** **** ****** **** **** ************ *

* *

* Insert Figure 5 about here. *
* *

DISCUSSION

Fractionation, rain-out and recycling along an air mass
streamline were computed at 10 km steps, using model-derived
averages of temperature and precipitation. The results provide a
useful representation of the geographic variations of the stable
isotope compositions of inland meteoric waters under the
assumption of a simple single-stage Rayleigh process or with
constant evapotranspirational recycling. The modeled isotopic
compositions become too depleted if predicted by simple Rayleigh
distillation of eastward moving air masses and if no recycling
occurs. For a constant advection velocity, recycling tends to
progressively enrich inland waters in D relative to single stage
Rayleigh distillation and significantly influences both the
degree and rate of depletion. Thus SD of inland meteoric waters
can be better understood by including the effects of upwind
evapotranspirational recycling.

It appears that a large fraction of the observed geographic
variation of the SD of ground water can be explained by
wintertime precipitation when the effects of ET are included.
The effect of ET in the recycling of previously precipitated and
relatively enriched waters from upwind areas is important in the
traverse studied. We find that several different values of 4 can
provide approximate fits to the data using appropriate values of
n. Thus, we can envision relatively parsimonious models in which
n decreases slowly across the traverse while 4 steadily increases
with distance from the coast. It appears that such a pattern
could explain the observed variation of SD; and is reasonable
given the observed velocities (Schutz and Gates, 1971) and known
increasing aridity along the traverse (Court, 1982). We are
currently modifying our model to study this hypothesis.

We have found that only low advection velocities (on the
order of 1-3 m/sec) can provide SD values that are in the -50 per
mil to -130 per mil range observed. Furthermore, the solutions
are quite sensitive to the exact value selected. Such advection
velocities are low compared to observed average wind velocities
(Schutz and Gates, 1971). Possible explanations are:

1. Advection of water drops and droplets takes place at a
lower velocity than movement of the air mass.

2. Advection velocity is the same as air mass velocity;
however, the average velocity is much different than
instantaneous velocity during a storm.
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3. Turbulence reduces net transport (advection velocity)
below average velocity.

4. Vertical profiles of isotope fractions (see, for
example, Ehhalt, 1974) differ sufficiently from the
vertical profiles of velocities that the vertically
integrated flux cannot be described using the average
velocity.

5. Most advection occurs low in the atmosphere, below the
800 mb level, where frictional effects reduce transport
speeds.

We suggest that (5) is a simple interpretation that can
easily be studied. If this is in fact correct, it suggests that
models of isotope dynamics will require a very high degree of
resolution in the lower levels of the atmosphere. For example,
the version of the GISS model most frequently used for isotope
studies (GISS II) has 9 vertical layers (Hanson, et al., 1983).

With simple single stage Rayleigh distillation -- and if
precipitation is constant -- a plot of isotopic composition
versus Fv is a convex upward curve, the "Rayleigh curve."
Figures 3-5 show that when the abscissa is distance and realistic
variations in precipitation are considered the plot can be quite
complex.

Qualifications

We have assumed that * is constant along the entire
traverse. We also assume that seasonal averages are
representative of the average behavior over a season when
analyzed at a finer temporal resolution. A storage term was not
included in the model. In addition, the model does not include
the effects of kinetic fractionation. ET is not accompanied by
fractionation, thus all recycled water isotopically is equivalent
to transpiration which effectively occurs without fractionation.
We are now modifying the model to relax some of these
assumptions.

CONCLUS IONS

Computation of fractionation, rain out and recycling along
an air mass flowline at 10 km spacing using monthly averages of
temperature and precipitation provides a useful representation of
spatial variations of isotope ratios in an area dominated by
orographic precipitation. These computations are not possible
without spatially detailed estimates of average temperature and
total precipitation for the entire wet season. The combination
of a spatially detailed climatic model with observational data on
6D can help to constrain important hydrologic parameters.

No acceptable fit to the entire suite of observational data
was obtained when the isotopic effects of terrestrially
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evapotranspired and recycled water were ignored. When ET is
added to the model, and if distinct ET regimes are allowed,
acceptable fits may be available. We see a need to consider the
effects of more realistic estimates of variations in $,
especially as occur in the transition to the Great Basin.
Advection velocities capable of explaining the variation of
isotope signatures in ground water in this area appear to be
lower than average 800 mb zonal velocities. Thus, isotopically
important advection may be most important below the 800 mb level.

It is important to recognize that curvature in a plot of
isotopic composition versus distance inland need not be
diagnostic of single stage Rayleigh distillation. A plot of
isotope compositions versus Fv in a single stage Rayleigh
distillation is a curve if precipitation is spatially constant.
It may appear as a straight line if precipitation decreases
linearly with distance. However, if the abscissa is distance and
with more realistic measurements, or predictions (as allowed by
this climate model), of the variations in precipitation, the
Rayleigh curve may appear quite complex.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Average winter windfields in northwestern CA. Each
flowline is an average for December to March from 700
mb observational data of the National Meteorological
Center 1975-1988. Point of convergence is Happy Camp,
CA. County outlines provide orientation.

Wet season precipitation for a traverse across
northern CA and NV corresponding to Traverse I of
Ingraham and Taylor (1991). These curves represent
model solutions of monthly total precipitation.

Calculated depletion curves for 4 = 0%. Squares
represent observed wet season precipitation data and
-triangles are groundwater data of Ingraham and Taylor
(1991). (A) n = 3.7, dashed line, (B) n = 2.0, solid
line, (C) n - 3.0, dotted line.

Calculated depletion curves for 4 - 20%. (A) n = 1.5,
solid line, (B) n = 2.0, dotted line, (C) n = 2.5,
dashed line.

Hybrid model of depletion. Curve (A), dotted line, n
- 1.0, 4 0%, SDO = -45 per mil, curve (B), solid
line, n 2.7, 4 = 40%, 6DO = -90 per mil.
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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted in the vicinity of the proposed

Yucca Mountain nuclear waste repository in southern Nevada

to determine near-surface hydrologic budgets for typical

geomorphic surfaces in the region. Experimental plots were

established in a desert wash in which artificial irrigation

was applied to paired, trenched plots that were either

vegetated or bare. The amount of irrigation applied

simulated a water budget that was thought to occur in the

region during the pluvial maximum climate of 10,000-18,000

years ago.

A simulated pluvial maximum climate resulted in an

alleviation of summer dormancy in all shrub species tested.

Deep soil moisture recharge (below 1.2 m) occurred within

the first summer on bare plots, but not on vegetated plots,

where applied water was fully utilized by the vegetation

between irrigation treatments. However, in the winter

months when the vegetation was dormant, wetting fronts

advanced below 1.2 m in the vegetated plots as well. These

results indicate that limited deep soil moisture recharge

could occur in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain in the event

that the regional climate returned to the pluvial

conditions that previously characterized the region.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has proposed

establishment of the nation's first high level nuclear

waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Yucca Mountain

is located 161 km northwest of Las Vegas, situated in the

far northwestern corner of the Nevada Test Site (Figure 1)

in the transitional zone between the Mojave and Great Basin

deserts (Beatley 1980). The DOE plans to conduct site

characterization studies at Yucca Mountain to determine if

the site is suitable for a nuclear waste repository (Malone

1990a). One area of concern is the potential for surface

precipitation to recharge deeper groundwater zones, since

groundwater movement may provide a mechanism for the

transport of radionuclides from the repository to the

accessible environment (Malone 1990b). Although arid

regions are considered to be ideal for waste isolation

purposes, recent research suggests that such a premise has

led to groundwater contamination by radionuclides (Nativ

1991).

Recharge of precipitation to groundwater does not

appear to occur in the present arid Mojave Desert climate

(Lane et al. 1984). However, since the repository must

remain intact for 10,000 years, both current and projected

hydrogeologic conditions of the area require extensive

study to determine the possibility of recharge under

potential pluvial conditions that could occur in the
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future. Groundwater recharge can be one of the most

difficult parameters of the hydrologic budget to quantify

because the amount of recharge is dependent on a number of

factors, including storm duration, intensity, pre-existing

soil moisture content, and evapotranspiration. Natural

recharge in the arid Southwest is believed to be localized

in mountain terrain where infiltrating snowmelt and/or

storm runoff penetrate into the bedrock, along mountain

front alluvial fans where runoff percolates into permeable

sediments, and along major ephemeral stream channels in

valleys (Stephens and Knowlton 1986). Due to a lack of

quantitative information on the mechanisms controlling

evapotranspiration, an accurate water balance model for

Mojave Desert landscapes is not available. Existing data

indicate that in arid regions a greater percentage of

annual precipitation is lost via evapotranspiration, but

precise data on transpiration from plant canopies as a

function of species, climate, and soil moisture content are

currently unavailable for the Yucca Mountain area.

In 1987-88 a descriptive study was conducted to

determine the plant water relations and soil moisture

content on three representative geomorphic surfaces in the

Yucca Mountain region in order to characterize plant water

relations, evapotranspiration and soil moisture transport

of the area (Herr et al. 1992). It was confirmed that

little, if any, moisture.recharge to deeper soil layers
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occurs in the region. In this study, experimental plots

were created in a desert wash to which a simulated pluvial

maximum water budget was administered. The objective of

the experiment was to determine if recharge would occur in

the event pluvial conditions returned. A large wash was

selected for intensive study based on the assumption that

this type of landform is where groundwater recharge is most

likely to occur in the region (Stephens and Knowlton 1986).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site Description

The study was conducted 161 km north of Las Vegas, NV

and 13 km northwest of the proposed Yucca Mountain

exploratory shaft (36 55'34" N, 116 33'25" WI 1300 m

elevation; Fig. 1). The vegetation of the area, dominated

by the shrubs Coleoemne rarosissima and Ephedra nevadensis,

is characteristic of the arid foothills of the northern

Hojave Desert.

Eight 4 m2 (2m x 2m) experimental plots were

established in early 1989 in a broad ephemeral wash (Figure

2). Microsites with high plant cover were chosen since a

more closed canopy may be expected under pluvial climatic

conditions. Trenching to a depth of 1.5 m was performed

with a back-hoe around and between four paired plots. Soil

column side walls were double wrapped with thin and then

heavy-duty plastic to prevent lateral water movement. The
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trenches were then backfilled to the surface. Plots were

watered using a trickle irrigation system from large (ca.

210 liter) elevated drums that provided uniform vetting

throughout the plots but obviously could not simulate true

rainfall. For each set of paired plots, one plot was left

in its normal vegetated condition while the adjacent plot

was cleared of all aboveground vegetation. The cleared

plots were maintained without vegetation throughout the

study, allowing soil evaporation to be estimated from the

cleared plots and total evapotranspiration from the

vegetated plots. Of the vegetated plots, two were

monospecific Coleoayne ramosissima, and two were of a mixed

shrub community consisting of Eohedra nevadensis, Salazarie

mexicana,Erioconum fasciculatum, and Coleooyn ramosissima.

simulation of a Pluvial Climate

The pluvial climate simulated in this experiment was

determined by calculating the difference in evapo-

transpiration between modern climatic conditions and

conditions that were thought to occur during the pluvial

maximum. Temperature and precipitation data were taken

from Spaulding (1983) for the last glacial maximum and from

Beatty, NV (located 20 km from the study site) for the

present climate. The Blaney-Criddle method was used to

make consumptive use calculations (Blaney and Criddle

1950). Plots were irrigated twice a month with the amount
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that would result in similar levels of effective

precipitation as occurred during the pluvial maximum. The

amounts applied each month accounted for the higher

precipitation, lower mean temperatures and higher

humidities that occurred in pluvial times, which would

result in lower potential evapotranspiration for the site.

Thus, the irrigation amounts were greater than the actual

precipitation that was thought to occur during the pluvial

maximum. A comparison of the amount of precipitation the

site received during the study, as measured by an on-site

rain gauge, versus the total amount of water the plots

received using the pluvial maximum model, is shown in

Figure 3. Irrigation was initiated in Harch 1989 and

terminated in April 1990 so that an analysis of the fate of

deeper water in the plots could be conducted during the

summer of 1990. There was about a three- to four-fold

increase in seasonal precipitation under the pluvial

maximum simulation; monthly variability in precipitation

was also lower than occurs under the present climate. It

should be noted that 1989-1990 was a drought period in

southern Nevada, so the discrepancy between applied water

and natural precipitation was greater than would occur in a

normal or wet year.

Soil Moisture

Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) was utilized to
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evaluate in situ volumetric soil moisture content (Dalton

et al. 1984, Topp and Davis 1985). In order to monitor

vertical gradients in soil moisture and soil wetting fronts

(Topp et al. 1982), horizontal TDR probes were placed from

0.15 m to 1.2 m depths at 0.15 m intervals in the side wall

of each paired plot prior to backfilling (Figure 4). In

addition, vertical TDR probes from the surface to depths of

0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2 m were placed near the center

of each plot. Soil moisture readings were taken every two

weeks throughout the experiment, and were conducted both

before and after watering during the irrigation phase of

the study.

Plant water Relations

A variety of vegetation measurements were made twice

monthly during the growing season (March to November) on

the experimental plots and on control plants in the Wash

site. Water potentials were obtained at dawn and midday

using a portable pressure chamber apparatus (PHS, Inc.,

Corvallis, OR) by removing three to five random shoots per

species from each plot and from control plants and

immediately determining their water potential.

Stomatal conductance and transpiration at the shoot

level were measured at ca. 2 h intervals during the day

using a Lambda Instruments LI-1600 steady-state porometer

(LI-COR, Lincoln, NE). For the two monospecific Coleoyvne
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plots, four tagged shoots were monitored per plot; whereas

two shoots each of E~hedra, EriogQnum, and Salazaria were

monitored on the mixed plots. An equal number of

measurements were made of each species on randomly selected

control plants that were permanently tagged in the Wash

site and on an adjacent Bench site for Coleoovne (Fig. 2).

RESVLTS

Seasonal predawn water potential and community level

water loss of ColeoMvne during the 1988 growing season (a

normal rainfall year) on an alluvial fan remnant (Bench)

and in the Wash are shown in Figure S. Significantly

higher water potentials were observed in the spring as

compared to summer months. A similar trend was seen in

both the Wash and Bench plants during the spring, but in

the summer water potential of Wash plants was slightly

lower than in the Bench plants. Community level

transpiration reached a peak of 0.24 mm per day during May

and then a steady decline was observed for the rest of the

season. Qualitatively similar patterns occurred in the

Wash and Bench sites, suggesting that the water relations

of plants in the Wash habitat may be typical of the region.

Seasonal patterns of predawn plant water potential for

the "pluvial" and control plants for the 1989 growing
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season (a dry year) suggest that under pluvial conditions,

water stress still occurred in the summer in the Wash but

was much less than in the control plants (Figure 6).

Similar patterns were observed for maximum daily stomatal

conductance. Increased water brought vegetation in the

pluvial plots out of dormancy while the control plants

stayed virtually dormant throughout 1989.

Seasonal patterns in soil moisture, as monitored by

vertically placed 0.6 m depth TDR probes, indicate that

significant moisture extraction by vegetation occurred from

about Say to November (Figure 7). In the winter months,

soil moisture content was high and was similar between bare

and vegetated plots. No meaningful differences were

observed in soil moisture content between the Coleogvne and

mixed shrub plots.

The vertical distribution of soil moisture in the

irrigated plots (based on horizontal TDR probe readings)

are shown for four representative times during 1989-1990

(Figure 8). Vegetation apparently draws a considerable

amount of soil moisture from the plots during the warm

"growing season" but not during the cool winter months. At

0.75 a in September 1989, the vegetated plots exhibited

3.5% soil moisture versus 9% soil moisture for the bare

plots. In January, however, at 0. 75 m both plots exhibited

about 8% soil moisture. As can be seen when comparing the

vegetated-and bare plots, the vegetation apparently used
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all of the available water in the profile whereas in the

bare plots soil moisture was several-fold greater at the

end of the experiment (July 1990) than at the beginning

(March 1989) throughout the entire length of the soil

profile.

The amounts of applied water and plot water loss

throughout the experiment are shown in Figure 9. As

expected, water loss was greater on the vegetated plots

during most of the year, but during the winter the bare

plots exhibited greater water loss.

Wetting front advancement consistently increased in

depth throughout the experiment in the bare plots (Figure

10). In contrast, the wetting front remained at or above

0.6 a in the vegetated plots during the season of active

transpiration, and only advanced to below 1.2 m during

winter dormancy.

DISCUSSION

Under ambient conditions the shrubs in the vicinity of

Yucca Mountain transpire only two to six months per year

(Fig. 5), with similar water relations responses occurring

between species (Herr et al. 1992). When comparing these

results to shrubs exposed to a simulated pluvial maximum

climate (Fig. 3), it was determined that although the

shrubs experienced some water stress, the pluvial climate
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alleviated summer dormancy in all shrub species (Fig. 6).

In contrast, control plants in the Wash remained dormant

throughout the dry summer of 1989, only becoming slightly

active in late summer in response to late summer rainfall

(Fig. 3). Romney et al. (1986) performed rainfall

simulation experiments in the northern Mojave Desert to

investigate the recharge of water into desert soil and its

subsequent use by woody shrubs after similar timing and

intensity of precipitation. They found that shrubs

responded to water application by extending their period of

active growth for four to six weeks before undergoing

summer dormancy.

There have been only a few studies of soil water

movement and recharge and the effect vegetation has on soil

water recharge in semiarid or arid climates, outside of

agricultural areas. Cable (1980) demonstrated that soil

water recharged to greater depths from cool-season rainfall

and lasted longer than from summer rainfall. He also found

that recharge occurred almost as well in bare soil as in

vegetated soil in winter, but summer recharge into bare

soil was only one-third of that of vegetated soil, with

little recharge occurring below 25 cm. Lyford and Qashu

(1969) performed infiltration experiments using paloverde

(Cercidium florldum) and creosotebush (Larrea tridentata)

and found that the infiltration rates were almost three

times greater under the plants than in intershrub areas.
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This increase was attributed to greater organic matter

content and decreased bulk densities in the topsoil under

the shrubs as compared to open areas.

The ability of desert shrubs to extract water rapidly

when it is available may be an important adaptation

because, during the summer when evaporation is greatest,

soil water that is not absorbed by the plants may be

quickly lost via evaporation (Young and Nobel 1986).

Vegetated plots which were irrigated with a simulated

pluvial climate had much lower soil moisture during the

period of active transpiration as compared to bare plots

that were similarly irrigated (Fig. 7). Throughout the

growing period, shrubs used all available soil moisture

that was provided by irrigation, whereas soil moisture in

the bare plots became greater as the year progressed (Fig.

8). Additionally, soil moisture extraction by shrubs in

1990 appeared to occur from all soil depths (Fig. 8), as

has been observed in Chihuahuan Desert scrub vegetation

(Schlesinger et al. 1987; Moorhead et al. 1989). During

the winter months, however, vegetated and bare plots had

similar soil moisture levels (Figs. 7 and 8).

In comparing plot water loss throughout the length of

the study, plants lost much more water in the spring and

summer months than in the fall and winter (Fig. 9). Water

loss was usually much less from the bare plots than from

vegetated plots, except during the winter months, when the
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shrubs were dormant and soil evaporation was apparently

reduced by the shrub cover. Water extraction in

monospecific Coleosyne and mixed-shrub plots were

approximately equal in all seasons (Fig. 7).

Downward soil water movement continued throughout the

study beneath the bare plots, whereas it reached a depth of

0.6 m in the vegetated plots and then remained constant

during the summer (Fig. 10). Downward movement of soil

water then recommenced in the vegetated plots in the winter

months after the onset of plant dormancy; the wetting front

eventually extending to below 1.2 m. Thus, under simulated

pluvial conditions, deep moisture recharge would be assumed

to occur in the wash habitat through much of the year in

bare areas and perhaps only during the winter in vegetated

areas.

The soils of the Wash are deep, excessively drained

alluvial soils consisting primarily of gravelly and cobbly

textured horizons ranging from loamy very coarse sand to

coarse loamy sand. In general, coarse-textured soils have

higher infiltration/percolation rates, deeper wetting front

penetration, smaller evaporation losses, less surface

runoff, and lower porosity than fine-textured soils. They

also tend to not be underlain by an indurated petrocalcic

(caliche) layer, which may retard wetting front advancement

on adjacent bench surfaces. Thus, it would not be

unreasonable to assume that there is potential for recharge
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to occur in very wet winters in non-vegetated areas of the

Wash, especially in active channels where water may be able

to penetrate deep into the soil profile.

The "pluvial" model of late Wisconsin climate in the

Southwest invokes a time of more uniform temperatures (cool

sumers and mild winters) characterized by considerably

more precipitation than at present (Spaulding 1983).

Pluvial environmental conditions in the northern Mojave

Desert resulted in a more "mesophytic" vegetation type

consisting of a relatively continuous cover of shrubs,

grasses and pygmy conifers (Spaulding and Graumlich 1986).

Although ye obviously could not simulate a 5-10,000 year

transition from the present arid climate to a pluvial

climate, and the concomitant change in vegetation from open

desert scrub to a woodland with shrub-grass understory, our

simulation study does indicate that recharge of soil water

below the rooting zone may occur in vegetated areas in

addition to open, active wash channels. Results from the

experimental plots showed that the wetting front on

vegetated plots only reached deep in the profile during the

winter months (Fig. 10), when all shrubs, both evergreen

and deciduous, were dormant. If winters were indeed wetter

and cooler, thus providing a longer winter "recharge

windows, we would anticipate recharge to potentially occur

in vegetated areas even if shrub cover and leaf area were

significantly greater than occurs today.
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The current and historical evidence of potential

recharge in the Yucca Mountain area remains equivocal. On

the one hand, stable isotopic analysis of layered

carbonates and silica encrusted in fault fractures

indicates that the regional water table beneath Yucca

Mountain has probably remained below the proposed

repository for at least several hundred thousand years

(Quade and Cerling 1990). On the other, the results of

this study indicate that there is a reasonable probability

that deep recharge may occur in the Yucca Mountain region

within the iife of a potential repository if the region

were to return to a climate approximating the last pluvial

maximum. This is further corroborated by evidence that

recharge has occurred in the Yucca Mountain area under

conditions that are wetter than today, as groundwater has

been dated at less than 10,000 years beneath Forty Mile

Wash on the east side of Yucca Mountain (R. Jacobson,

unpublished data). Clearly, the potential for climate

change induced recharge must be more extensively addressed

prior to the licensing of a nuclear waste repository at

Yucca Mountain.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Location of study site in southern Nevada (left) and in

relation to the US/DOE Nevada Test Site and Yucca

Mountain (right).

Fig. 2. Illustration of paired study plots in a desert wash on

the study site. Controls were located between Plots 2

and 3.

Fig. 3. Irrigation regime followed to simulate a pluvial maximum

climate (solid bars) and actual monthly precipitation

falling on the site (open bars) during the study.

Irrigation was discontinued after March 1990.

Fig. 4. Placement of horizontal and vertical TDR probes in each

experimental plot. See text for probe lengths and

spacing.

Fig. 5. Predawn water potential (top) and daily integrated site

transpiration (bottom) of Coleogyne ramosissina during

the 1988 growth season on the Bench and Wash sites.

Fig. 6. Predawn water potential and maximum daily conductance of

irrigated (simulated pluvial maximum climate) and control

plants during 1989 in the Wash site. Data are pooled

across plant taxa (Coleogvne, Enhedra, Eriogonum, and

Salazaria).

Fig. 7. Volumetric soil moisture content in the surface 0.6m for

Bare, Mixed Shrub, and Coleo-ayne plots during 1989-1990.

Pig. 8. Soil moisture profile of Bare and Vegetated plots from

March 1989 to January 1990 (left) and then from January

to July 1990 (right).
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Pig. 9. Amounts of applied water and accumulated water loss for

Bare and Vegetated plots integrated over each season

during the length of the experiment.

Fig. lo. Median wetting front advancement (n = 4) through the soil

profile for Bare and Vegetated plots during 1989-1990.

In all cases, the median wetting front depth was recorded

on two or more of the four plots and the range was no

greater than 0.3 m.
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EFFECTS OF A SIMULATED PLUVIAL
MAXIMUM CLIMATE ON SOIL-PLANT
WATER RELATIONS AND POTENTIAL
RECHARGE NEAR YUCCA MOUNTAIN,
NEVADA

S. D. Smith
C. E. Herr
S. L. Hokett
G. F. Cochran

ABSTRACT
A pluvial maximum climate applied to experimental

plots in the vicinity of the proposed Yucca Mountain high.
level nuclear waste repository resulted in the alleviation of
summer dormancy in all shrub species tested Deep soil.
moisture recharge (below 1.2 m) occurred within the first
summer on bare plots but not until winter dormancy on
vegetated plots. Deep soil-moisture recharge may occur in
this arid region if pluuid climatic conditions return during
the life of the repository.

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is in the process

of conducting a wide range of site characterization studies
at Yucca Mountain, NV, to determine if the arid Mojave
Desert location is suitable as a high-level nuclear waste
repository. An important mandate of the research program
is a demonstration that the Yucca Mountain location is ca-
pable of isolating radionuclides from the environment for
at least 10,000 years (Malone 1990). One area of potential
concern is the role of surface precipitation in recharge to
deeper groundwater zones, ince groundwater may affect
transport of radionuclides from the repository to the acces-
sible environment. Although arid regions are considered
to be ideal for waste isolation purposes, recent research
suggests that such a premise has led to groundwater con.
tamination by radionuclides (Nativ 1991).

Recharge of precipitation to groundwater apparently
does not occur in the present arid Mojave Desert climate
(Lane and others 1984). However, since the repository
must remain intact for at least 10,000 years, both current
and projected hydrogeologic conditions require extensive
study. One possible climatic scenario is a return to the
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pluvial conditions that occurred 10,000 to 18.000 years ago;
a time when the present internal drainage basins were filled
to varying degrees with pluvial lakes, and the bajadas (allu.
vial fans) of the slopes were covered with vegetation that
was considerably more mesic than what occurs there today
(for example, pinyon-juniper woodlands instead of desert
scrub; Spaulding 1983). Given such an environmental shift.
the zero-recharge scenario that depicts the region today
may not apply to pluvial conditions.

In 1987488 a descriptive study of the plant-water relations
and soil-moisture contentof three representative geomorphic
surfaces was conducted in the Yucca Mountain region (Smith
and others 1989k) the study confirmed that moisture recharte
to deep soil layers does not occur under typical rainfall con-
ditions. In this study, those observations were expanded
on by creating plots in a desert wash to which a simulated
pluvial maximum water budget was administered. A large
wash was selected for the experimental plots based on the
assumption that this type of landform is where ground-
water recharge would be most likely to occur in a desert
setting (Stephens and Knowlton 1986). The primary pur-
pose was to determine if recharge may occur in the event
pluvial conditions return to the region.

STUDY SITE AND DESIGN
The study was conducted about 160 km north of Las

Vegas, NV, and 13 km north of the proposed Yucca Moun-
tain exploratory shaft (36155N, 116'33V, 1,300 m eleva-
tion). The dominant vegetation of the area was that typical
of the northern Mojaveftranrsition Desert (Beatley 1980),
with an assemblage of shrubs that included Coleogyne
ramosissima (blackbrush), Ephedra nevadensis (Nevada
Mormon tea), Lrem tridenrata (creosotebush), and Yucca
brevifolia (Joshua tree).

Experimental plots, each 25 m' in area, were establis.
in early 1989 in a broad ephemeral wash. The plots were
established in pairs along a 100-m section of the wash, and
for each pair of plots, one plot was cleared (and maintained
clear) of all aboveground vegetation so that water flux char-
acteristics of bare and vegetated plots could be compared.
Of the vegetated plots, two were monospecific Coleogyne,
and two were of a mixed shrub community consisting of
Coleogyne, Ephedra, Salaxaria mexicana (bladdersage),
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and Eriogonum fasciculatum (yellow buckwheat) which
allowed a comparison of the responses of a monospecific-
shrub community with a mixed-shrub community. Regions
of the wash with relatively high shrub cover were chosen to
approximate the higher perennial plant cover that may be

K...< expected in a moister pluvial setting.
Paired plots were trenched to a depth of 1.5 m and moil

column side walls were double wrapped with thin and then
heavy-duty plastic to prevent lateral water movement and
root migration between the plots and the open desert wash
environment, which served as a control (current Mojave
Desert environment) for all measurements.

The pluvial climate model simulated in this experiment
was determined by calculating the difference in consump.,
tive use between modern conditions and the pluvial maxi-
mum that may have occurred in Beatty, NV, the closest
weather station to the study site. Temperature and pre-
cipitation data of the pluvial maximum were based on
Spaulding (1983). All plots were irrigated twice per month
with the amount that would result in similar levels of effec.
tive precipitation as occurred during the pluvial maximum,
minus the amount of precipitation actually falling on the
site. The amounts applied each month accounted for not
only the higher precipitation that occurred in pluvial times,
but also the lower temperatures and higher relative humidi.
ties that occurred then, which would lower the evaporative
power of the atmosphere relative to modern times. Thus,
the irrigation amounts used to simulate a pluvial climate
were greater than the actual precipitation that occurred
during the pluvial maxdmum. Actual amounts of water
applied to the plots on a monthly basis, plus precipitation
the site received as measured with an onsite rain gauge,
are given in table 1. As can be seen from the irrigation
plus precipitation amounts, a three- to fourfold increase
in seasonal precipitation occurred under the pluvial model.

Table 1-lmqgahion regime followed l simulate a pluviW maximum
climate as compared lo mondy precipitation fat acually
occurred on site. Each 2-week irrigaon amount was cor-
rected by the previous 2-week ircident rainfall. Irrigalon
was discontinued in 1990

Year Month Precipitation Irrigation

........ W... imewrs ........

1989 March ,6 35
April 0 16
May 8 27
June 5 26
July 0 26
August 38 34
September 0 10
October 0 11
November 5 31
December 0 34

1990 January 5 23
February 3 40
March 6 35
April 1 0
May 26 0
June 3 0
July 5 0

The variability between monthly amounts of rainfall in the
pluvial model was also lower than occurs under the present
and Mojave Desert climate. Irrigation treatments were
discontinued in March 1990.

SOIL MOISTURE AND PLANT-WATER
RELATIONS

Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) was utilized to evalu-
ate in situ volumetric soil moisture content (Dalton and oth.
ers 1984) TDR is particularly useful in measurements of
wetting fronts in the vadose zone (Topp and others 1982).
Horizontal, paired, stainless steel TDR probes were placed
in a side wall of each plot at 0.15-m intervals from 0.15- to
1.20-m depths prior to backfilling. In addition, vertical,
paired TDR probes were placed near the center of each plot
at 0.15-, 0.3-, 0.6-,0.9-, and 12-rm depths. Readings were
taken every 2 weeks throughout the 1989 growing season
both before and after watering and were continued periodi-
cally in 1990.

Measurements of the water relations of shrubs in the
experimental plots were taken twice monthly during 1989
and compared on each date with control plants located in
the wash near the plots. Xylem water potentials were ob-
tained at dawn and midday using a portable pressure cham-
ber apparatus (Plant Moisture Stress Inc., Corvallis, OR)
by removing three to five random shoots per species from
each plot and from controls and immediately determining
their water potential. Stomatal conductances of terminal
leafy shoots were measured at several intervals during the
day using a Lambda Instruments LI-1600 steady-state
porometer (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE). For the two Cokogyne
plots, four tagged shoots were monitored per plot; two shoots
each of Ephedra, E4ognum, and Sala*ria were moni-
tored on the mixed plots. An equal number of measure-
ments were made for each species on randomly selected
control plants that were permanently tagged in the wash
area between the experimental plots.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Seasonal patterns of predawn (naximum daily) water
potential for irrigated (pluvial) and control plants during
the 1989 growing season are shown in table 2. The data
represent means of all measurements, and so the means
include water potentials of Coleogyne, Ephedra, Eriagonum,
and Salazaria. Predawn water potentials were uniformly
low In control plants throughout 1989, which was a very
dry year. Plants briefly rose above -6.0 MPa in May, but
remained at below -7.0 MPa throughout most of the year,
finally rising to about -8.0 MPa in response to late-summer
rains. In contrast, plants on the experimental plots quickly
elevated to about -2.0 MP& in the spring and early summer,
but then fell back to about -40 MPa in late summer even
though irrigation continued. Plants then rehydrated to
about -2.0 MPa in September.

Similar trends in maximum (early to mid-morning) sto-
matal conductance were observed in the two populations
(table 2). Control plants stayed dormant (no measurable
gas exchange) for virtually the entire growing season; plants
on the irrigated plots exhibited very high stomatal conduc-
tances (up to 0.8 mol ml a*') in midsummer. Stomatal
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Table 2-Mean monthly predawn water potental and maximum daily
stomatal conductance of control (open desert) and i.figated
(simulated pluvial maxmnum cimato) plants durng 1989.
Data re pooled across shrub taxa (Coleogjyne, Ephedra,
Enogonum. and Sahazads)

Water potntial' Stomstal conductance
Month Contot Irrigated Conrol Irrigated

...... MP.AI ...... . - - modnm4s-,. '

March -7.0 -7.0 0 0
April -4.2 -4.1 0 .06
May .4.6 -2.1 .04 .16
June -7.0 -2.0 .03 .39
July -7.0 -4.1 0 .75
August -6.5 -3.9 .03 .50
September -5.0 -2.4 .05 .34
October -5.5 -2.5 .02 .30
November -6.6 -2.2 .02 .26

'Vales iiste as -7.0 ineicate mat rue aua water Voernwi was iges ma
or ecua to -7.0 ups.

conductance appeared to be reduced in the irrigated plants
by cool temperatures in the spring and then by declining
water potential in the late summer. Part of the cause of
declining water potential in late summer was undoubtedly
rapid transpirational water loss of the vegetation in the
midsummer period.

Seasonal patterns in volumetric soil-moisture content in
the upper 0.6 m of the soil profile, the region of greatest root
density, are given in table 3 for the three types of experi-
mental plots: bare, Coleogyne, and mixed-shrub. All mois-
ture contents represent readings just prior to each 2-week
irrigation treatment. Soil moisture content in the control
(open desert) areas was uniformly low throughout 1989-90,
averaging only 1-3 percent. After commencing irrigation in
March 1989, soil moisture in all the plots rose from 24 per-
cent to 5-6 percent within 2 months, but then continued
to rise only in the bare plots, where it reached a plateau of
about 8-10 percent for the duration of the experiment. Veg-
etated plots remained at only about 4 percent soil moisture
throughout the growing season, presumably because of
rapid soil moisture uptake by the plant root systems. Then,
when the vegetation became winter dormant in November,
soil moisture rapidly increased to similar values as in the
bare plots. In March 1990, the vegetated plots again began
losing water via plant transpiration, and so soil moisture
in the upper profile declined to about 5 percent thereafter.

The vertical distribution of soil moisture at three critical
times during the experiment (March 1989, January 1990,
and July 1990) is shown in table 4 for both bare and veg-
etated plots. At the start of the experiment, soil moisture
content was between 2 and 4 percent throughout the soil
profile. By January 1990 the soils of the bare plots were
above 8 percent soil moisture down to 1.05 m. The vegetated
plots exhibited peak soil moisture of over 10 percent at the
0.6 m depth, but showed reduced soil moisture both above
and below that depth. The soil moisture profile was also
measured in July 1990, 4 months after the last irrigation
occurred in March. The bare plots showed essentially no
change relative to January soil moisture contents. How-
ever, the vegetated plots had lost considerable amounts of

moisture and exhibited 2-6 percent soil moisture through
most of the profile. The consistent peak in soil moisture at
the 0.45. to 0.75-m depths in the vegetated plots suggests
that a majority of water absorption occurred on these plots
in the upper 0.3 m of the profile. Since the bare plots did
not exhibit a similar peak, a midprofile, finer textured layer
effect can presumably be ruled out. However, the deepest
layers had the highest water content in July, indicating a
lack of extraction by the vegetation at that depth since the
termination of irrigation on the plots.

A hydrologic water budget was computed for each plot by
combining and integrating all TDR moisture readings (both
vertical and horizontal probes) to determine total moisture
storage just prior to each 2-week irrigation. Since rates
of water application were known, and the plots were essen.
tially closed soil systems (no lateral transport), changes in
whole-profile moisture storage could be used to calculate
rates of water loss from the plots. These calculated rates
of water loss, plus amounts of applied water, are summa-
rized in table 5 for each season of the study. Rates of ap-
plied water exceeded plot water loss in three of the six sea-
sonal periods studied, and approximately equaled plot water
loss in two others. Only in spring 1990 did water loss from
the vegetated plots exceed water application. This was
probably a lag effect in which the shrubs leafed out a: the
start of the spring and were then exposed to a uniformly
wet soil profile throughout the rooting zone, optimum con-
ditions for rapid soil water extraction. However, the fact
that applied water exceeded plot water loss for over half of
the experiment indicates the potential for deep percolation
of soil moisture below the rooting zone to occur on a regular
basis. Additionally, the fact that the bare plots consistently
lost less water than was applied indicates that, in a pluvia!
climatic setting, zones of bare soil (such as active wash
channels) may be primary locations for deep soil recharge
to occur.

Table 3-Volumetric soil water content i the surface 0.6 m tor bare
Coeogyne. and mixed-shrub plots during 1989-90. Al
plots were unhgatd according to a simulated pluvial max-
mum clmate. Irrigation was terminated in March 1990

Sel water content
Yeor Month Bare Coleogyne MIxed-shrub

.........Percent -.-.-

1989 March 4.2 2.8 , 2.8
April 4.9 4.3 3.6
May 6.3 5.0 4.2
June 7.4 4.2 4.4
July 7.7 4.1 4.2
August 8.7 4.5 4.1
September 7.9 4.1 4.1
October 7.7 4.1 3.3
November 7.9 4.2 3.7
December 9.2 6.9 6.6

1990 January 9.4 7.9 9.6
February 9.6 8.7 10.3
March 9.6 8.5 10.1
April 10.1 7.0 7.4
May 9.2 5.2 5.9
June 8.1 4.1 5.0
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Table 4-Verical profile of volumetnc soil water content for bare and vetated plots at tuee lImes
during Me expenment: March 1989 (start of expenment); Jaruaiy 1990 (middle of winter
dormancy perod); and July 1990 (end of experiment)

Volumetric soll wit. Content
sare plots Vegetated plate

Oepth Mar. 1989 Jan. 1090 July1990 Uar 1989 Ja. 1990 July 1990
eters ,,,,,,, Fomercent .-.

0.15 3.0 9.3 6.4 1.3 6.1 1.5
.30 26 9.6 8.2 4.0 7.5 2.7
.45 2.7 8.9 8.2 4.8 9.3 5.4
.60 1.4 8.0 7.1 4.5 10.3 4.5
.75 2.6 8.6 8.2 2.9 6.2 3.3
.90 3.2 8.3 8.3 2.7 4.5 30

1.05 2.4 7.5 7.1 27 27 31
1.20 2.6 4.1 5.2 4.0 39 5.2

Table 5-Amounts of applied water and calculated water loss Irom
bare and vegetated plots integrated over whole seasons
dunng tMe length of te experiment

Water applied or Iasi
Appiled Bare plot Vegetated plot

Year Season water loss less
....-- Millimelters ................

1989 Sprbng 59 29 42
Summer 132 92 113
Fall 46 26 43

1990 Winter 109 89 33
Spring 84 83 155
Summer 8 31 26

Using the horizontally placed TDR probes at 0.15-m
intervals, soil wetting fronts could be followed during the
experiment (table 6). Wetting front advancement consis-
tently increased in depth throughout the experiment in the
bare plots, and descended below the deepest probe (12 m)
on several of the plots by December 1989. In contrast, the
wetting front remained above 0.6 m in the vegetated plots
during the season of active transpiration, but then fell be-
low 1.2 m by March 1990 during the period when the veg-
etation was in winter dormancy. Thus, applied moisture
penetrated below the deepest probes, and the probable root.
ing depths of these desert shrubs, in both the bare and veg.
etated plots during the 12-month period that the experiment
lasted.

Tabl 6-Wetting front advancement through the sod prot e
for bare and vegetated plots. Reported values rep-
resent the depths at which a majority of the plots (at
least three) had a wettng front. rather tan a numer-
ica) mean of the four plots in each category. Irniga-
ton treatments commenced in March 1t89 and ter-
minated in March 1990

Weftina front dpth
Year Month Bare plots Vegetated plots

....... t.... -Aers ..........

1s89 April 0.45 0.15
May .60 .30
June .75 .60
July .90 30
August .90 .60
September 1.05 .60
October 1.06 .60
November 1.05 .60
December '120 .75

1990 January 1.20 1.05
February 1.20 1.05
March 1.20 '1.20

'Blow depm of deepest honzontl probes. boated a 12 m.

CONCLUSIONS
This preliminary study indicates that even though a plu.

vial climate may remove summer dormancy in Mojave Desert
scrub vegetation and that the vegetation may use all avail-
able soil moisture during the growing season, deep recharge
of soil moisture below the rooting zone would be expected to
occur during the 4. to 5-month period of winter dormancy.
Although it was obviously not possible to simulate a gradual
return to pluvial conditions (over a 5,000- to 10,000-year pe.
iod) and the concomitant changes that would be expected to

occur in vegetation cover and specie. composition, the results
of this study clearly indicate that recharge would be ex-
pected to occur in the winter months, not during the grow-
ing season when plant transpiration would probably keep
pace with precipitation inputs. If pluvial conditions were
indeed cooler and moister than today, then winter dormancy
of the vegetation may have lasted considerably longer in
pluvial times, thus increasing the length of time that a
'recharge window' would exist. In fact, recent hydrologic
studies in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain have determined
that groundwater of about 10,000 years old or younger occurs
beneath a major wash system (L Jacobson, pers. comm.).

This study indicates that if the Mojave Desert were to re-
turn to pluvial climatic conditions in the next 10,000 years,
recharge of soil moisture below the rooting zone may occur
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in the area, either in vegetated zones during winter dor.
mancy or in open reas with no vegetation. such as coarse-
textured active channels in large wash systems. Stable
isotopic analysis of layered carbonates and silica encrusted
in fault fractures indicates that the regional water table
beneath Yucca Mountain has probably remained below the
proposed repository for at least several hundred thousand
years (Quade and Cerling 1990). However, the results of
this study indicate that there is a reasonable probability
that soil moisture recharge may occur in the Yucca Moun-
tain region within the life of a potential repository if the
region were to return to pluvial climatic conditions. Clearly,
more detailed studies need to be conducted to address this
possibility.
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WATER RELATIONS AND
TRANSPIRATION OF NATIVE
VEGETATION IN E VICINITY
OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA
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ABSTRACT
The water relations and transpiration of native vegeta.

tion, and the role of vegetaton in vadoe zone hydrolog,
have been assessed for three geomorphic surfaces over
2 years in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, NV. Th a .
cent geomorphic surfaces were: (1) an ephemeral wash,
termed the Wash site; (2 a dissected alluvial fan remnant,
termed the Bench site; and (3) a steep, shallow-soiled,
rocky, mountain slope, termed the Slope cite The fallow-
ing methods were employed. (1) characterization of vegeta.
tion structure, eaf area, and seasonal activity patterns of
the dominant shrub species on each site; (2) assessment of
water relations parameters of each shrub species and the
role of vegetation in site evapotranspiration using steady

2tc porometry and paired vegetatedjcleared plots; and
'-rd) measurement of volumetric water content in the vadose

zone using 7Tme Domain Reafctometry.' Results to date
indicate that the potential recharge 'mass zero-flux plane'
U located between 25 and 125 cm, and is deepest in the
Wash site. Over a 2-year period, the vegetation was fAund
to transpire for only 4 to 6 months of the year, from mid.
February to mid-June and in response to late summer
rainfalt Plant water relations parameters differed signi.
ficantly between species and between geomorphic surfac.
Plant transpiration acazunted for about 33 percent of
annual precipitation input for the site as a whole, and
was highest in the Wash site

INTRODUCTION
The Department of Energy (DOE) has proposed estab-

lishment of the Nation's first high-level nuclear waste
repository at Yucca Mountain, a remote mounain located
in the far northwestern corner of the Nevada Test Site.

Paper priented at the Symposium on Cheatcraa lnmaio. Shrub Die-
Off. and Other Aspects ofShrub Bioloy and Management. Las Vegas, NV,
April 567,1989.
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Hokett is a Raearch Asocate, Water Resourca Center, Davert Resach
In1titute, LAS Voga. NV 89120.

Commencing in 1986, a large number of site characteri-
ration studies are being conducted to determine the
potential stability of the site for wasie storage. One
area of concern may be the role of surface precipitation
in recharge to deeper groundwater zones. The potential
for groundwater recharge is one area of concern in siting
a repository, since groundwater may affect transport of
radionuclides frm the repository to the accessible envi-
ronment. Recharge of precipitation to deep aquifers is
assumed to not occur in the present arid Mojave Desert
climate of the region (Lane and others 1984), but the
repository is required to be maintained intact for 10,000
years. Therefore, the hydrogeologic setting for both cur-
rent and projected conditions requires extensive research
pnor to licensing of the repository.

Natural recharge can be defined as the rate at which
atmospheric waters replenish an aquifer. Natural re.
charge in the arid Southwest tends to be concentrated
in high, mountainous terrain frm rainfall and infil-
trating snowmelt and at intermediate elevations along
mountain-front alluvial fans where runoff percolates
through coarse-textured, permeable sediments, and
runoff coalescing into major ephemeral stream channels
in the valleys (Stephens and Knowlton 1986). Groundwa-
ter recharge as a percentage of precipitation is a difficult
parameter to quantify, since the amount of recharge is
gtronly dependent upon swrm duration, intensity, ante-
cedent soil moisture content, and evapotranspiration.
To date, no direct measurements of infiltration and poten-
tial recharge have been made for the Yucca Mountain
area, although Lane and others (1984) have made such
estimates for the region of the Nevada Test Site.

A critical flaw in our understanding and ability to
accurately model water balance in desert landscapes is
our lack of quantitative information on the mechanisms
controlling evapotranspiration. In arid regions, a greater
percentage of annual percipitation in lost via the evapo-
transpiration process. Data on transpiration from plant
canopies as a function of species, climate, and soil mois-
ture content are currently u=available for the native
plants growing in the Yucca Mountain area. It was thus
the objective of this study to estimate annual plant com-
munity transpirational water losses on representative
geomorphic landforms, moitor seasonal changes in soil
moisture storage, evaluate transpiration of the major
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shrub dominants as a function of climate and soil mos-
ture content, and develop field instrumentation tech-
niques for assessment of evapotranspiration and potential

K>' recharge in future Yucca Mountain studies.

MATERIAIS AND METHODS

Site Location
The study was initiated in January 1987 at a site lo-

cated approximately 13 km northwest of the proposed
Yucca Mountain exploratory shaft and situated in Town-
ship 12 south, Range 48 east, Section 1, northeast quar-
ter, 200 m northeast of elevation benchmark 4215. Three
major geomorphic landforms were selected for evaluation
based on their importance in the landscape of the Yuca
Mountain region: (1) a wide ephemeral wash, henceforth
called the Wash site; (2) a dissected alluvial-fan remnant,
termed the Bench site; and () a steep, shallow-soiled,
rocky, mountain slope, called the Slope site.

Dominant vegetation is characteristic of the northern
Mojave Desert, and includes, in approximate order of
dominance: blackbrush (Coeogyne ramosissima) Nevada
ephedra (Ephcdra nevadensisu spiny hopsage (Grayia
spinces) burrobrush (Eymenoclea salsola), Cooper gold-
enbush (Haplopappus cooped). Creosotebush (Lar-a
triden~ata) and Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia) were also
located on Bite, but not as dominants. The cover of each
of these species on the three sites is given in table 1.

Table I-Plant coveresfmates (percent cover), by species. br
tbe Bench, Slope, and Wash fs

Site
Spe"es Bench Slope Wash

Cologme ,amosfssris 3.75 0 4.43
Eptuhxt nevadensis 4.27 7.78 723
Eboggmin fascdadatum 0 0 2.14
Gram*a spnosa 4.25 2.83 0
Hapropapwus woper 4A4 .79 3.42
Hymenodea salsda .03 9.03 2.41
Lycium arPersonl 1.34 .52 1.34
Salazria mexicana 0 LO06 .64
Stpa speciosa 1.22 27 .3.5
Other perenntals .74 .72 .03

Total pewennial plant cover 20.06 24.71 22.00

RePflectometry (TDR) (Dalton and others 1984; Topp and
Davis 1985). Stainless steel TDR probes were installed
horizontally at 20-cm intervals in one soil pit on the Wash
site and one pit on the Bench site. These probes could
then be used, after backfiling the pits, to measure mois-
ture front movement and total volumetric water content
at each depth (Topp and others 1982).

Bare surface evaporation plots were established on
each site by cleaning an area of at least 2 m of all vegeta-
tion and trenching each side to a depth of at least 50 cm
in order to terminate all lateral root extraction of soil
moisture. Vertical TDR probes of 15, 30, and 45 an were
installed. In addition, TDR probes were installed at the
same depths adjacent to all 36 plants monitored for tran-
spiration during vegetative dormancy in the winter.

Plant Water Relations and
Transpiration

Based on plant cover on each site (table 1), the four
dominant shrub species on each site were chosen for
analysis of transpiration of individual plants and the
community as a whole. The plants selected at each site
were: blackbrush, Nevada ephedra, Cooper goldenbush,
and burrobrush at the Bench site; blackbrush, Nevada
ephedra, spiny hopsage, and Cooper goldenbush at the
Wash site; and Nevada ephedra, spiny hopsage, burro-
brush, and bladdersage (Salazaria mexiJUGa) at the Slope
site. The accumulated cover of these four species repre-
sents between 80 and 88 percent of the total perennial
cover of the three sites. For each site, three random loca.
tions were determined and the nearest mature (greater
than 25-cm diameter) shrub of each species to that point
was permanently tagged for further measurement.

A Lambda Instruments L!-1600 steady-state porometer
(LI-COR, Lincoln, NE) was used to measure stomatal
conductance and transpiration of intact leafy shoots of
each tagged plant. For each diurnal period, one random
shoot was tagged per plant, and that shoot was measured
at about 2-hour intervals throughout the day. During the
same diurnal measurement periods, plant water potential
was determined at dawn and midday by removing random
shoots and immediately determining their water potential
with a portable pressure-chamber apparatus (Sol Mois-
ture Equipment Corporation, Corvallis, OR). Diurnals
were conducted twice monthly during the growth season
in both 1987 and 1988.

Leaf transpiration data from the 1987 and 1988 field
seasons were extrapolated to the plant community level
by utilizing total plant cover data derived from the initial
community cover estimates (table 1). During the spring
of 1988, two small, two medium, and two large shrubs of
each species were randomly chosen and harvested. Can-
opy diameter and height were measured, and all shoots
were removed from the plants and bagged over ice. In the
laboratory, leaves were removed from the shoots and total
leaf area (one side) measured with a leaf-area meter
(Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA). Regression equations
were then generated for each species to predict leaf
area as a function of canopy cover. Monthly harvests
of shoots from each species on each site were then used

Soil Moisture
Soil pits were excavated at each of the landform sites

to characterize the physical and chemical composition of
each saill. Information from these analyses included soil
texture, structure, coarse fragment content, pH, electrical
conductivity, soil water potential, and root distribution.
Data from these observations are not given in this paper.

t' The soil pits were also used to facilitate the study of up-
ward and downward moisture flux in various soil profiles,
which was accomplished primarily using Time Domain
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to determine seasonal changes in leaf area, and so correct
community leaf area relative to the spring 1988 harvests
r"-mbining these regression equations, seasonal shoot

Qwvests and cover values for each species were then
utilized to extrapolate porometer-denved transpiratimi
data to yield total plant eommundty transpiration values
These values were then compared to estimates of tran-
spiration obtained from TDR-dernved changes in soill cis-
ture of the paired cleared and vegetated plots on each site-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Climate
Average annual precipitation at Yucca Mountain is

estimated at 150 mmyr (Montazar and Wilson 1984),
with nearly three-fourths of this occurring between
October and Aipnl (the winter-spring potential recharge
period). Figure 1 shows monthly precipitation measured
at the study site between Angust 1987 and November
1988. Precipitation from Beatty, NV, located 1 8km wes.
of the study site, indicates that very little winter precipi-
tation occurred prior to the 1987 growth season, wherea
108 mm of precipitation fell onsite between October and
February, and an additional 68 mm fell in April and May.
Thus, 1987 was characterized as a very dry year and 1968
was a normal-to-moist year.

Plant Morphology
Changes in leaf-area index (LAX) as a function of sea.

sonally declining plant water potential (dawn maximum)
for three representative shrubs (blackbrush, spiny hop-
sage, and burrobrush) are shown for the 1988 growth
season in figure 2. Blackbrush is clanfied as an ever-
green shrub, whereas spiny hopsage and burrbrsh
are both dought deciduous. Burrobrush shows a rapid
decline in LAI from a peak of 0.8 to an essentially leafless
condition at a plant water potential of only -3.0 MPa,
whereas spiny hopsage declines in LAI more slowly,
becoming leafless at about -6.0 MN.

Although blackbrush is classified as an evergreen, it
also exhibited a steady seasonal dechne in LAI as plant
water potential dedined. However, at -8.0 MNP dawn
water potential blackbrsh still exhbited an IAI of 0.5
versus a peak seasonal LAI of 1.3 in the spring. LAI was
not recorded for the leafless stems of Nevada ephedra;
however, Nevada ephedra showed a consistent decline in
photosynthetic surface area, due to its green stems becom.
ing increasingly brown as plant water potential declined
into the dry summer months.

60
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Figure 1-Month precipibon at the Yucca Mominam study site duuing the
1987-1988 study period.
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Plant Water Relations
Mean dawn and midday water potentials (averaged

for the four dominant shrubs on each site) for each of the
three sites during the 1987 and 1988 growth seasons are
given in table 2 Although the sites were quite similar In
plant water potential, there was a tendency for the plants
on the Bench site to exhibit the lowest dawn and midday
water potentials during the dry season each year. Also,
plant water potentials were uniformly lower during the
dry year of 1987 than in the maoist year of 1988. The
lower water potentials observed in the Bench site vegeta.
tion are almost certainly due to the finer textured, shal-
low soils that occur on that site. An indurated caliche
layer occurs at 25-30 cm on the Bench site, whereas there
is no such layer within the surface 100 cm of the coarse-
textured Wash site. The Slope site tends to be underlain
by bedrock at only a 1540 cm depth, but this bedrock
appears to be well fractured, allowing roots to penetrate
to deeper moisture sources within the fractured bedrock.

The water potential differences between sites are fur.
ther reinforced by dawn water potential data obtained for
a single species, Nevada ephedra, in 1988 (fig. 3). Nevada
ephedra is the only shrub species that ocms as one of the
four dominants on each site, so it is ideal for comparing
water relations of the different geomorphic sites. The
1988 data clearly show that Nevada ephedra reaches
much lower dawn water potentials on the Bench site dur-
ing the dry season, whereas the Wash and Slope sites
show no substantial differences throughout the year.

Integrated daily transpirational water loss for Nevada
ephedra on the three sites is shown in figure 4. As for
water potential, few differences occur between the three
sites in the moist/cool seasons, but then the Bench site
plants exhibit reduced community level transpiration
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once the dry season progreses. However, Slope site
Nevada ephadra was shown to exhibit higher transpira-
tion than Wash site ephedra during the dry season, even
though water potentials were similar (fig. 3). This is due
to lower stomatal conductance and lower instantaneous
transpiration (on a leaf area basis) in the Wash plants
as opposed to the Mlope plants (data not shown).

Estimates of average daily transpirational water loss
for each site during March 1988 (when a moderate tran.
spirational water loss occurred; see fig. 4) were: Bench
site with 334 percent total plant cover-0O1 mm/day-,
Wash site with 36.7 percent total plant cover-O.33 mral
day; and the Slope site with 41.2 percent cover-0.25 mm'/
day. These values are about 40-50 percent higher than
for a northern Death Valley desert scrub community,
which averaged 0.16 mmaday in transpirational water
loss and 0.84 nmmday total evapotranspiration in March
of a moist year (Stark 1970). By May and June 1988, the
time of peak transpiration during our 2-year study, tran-
spiration rates for the Wash site had risen to 0.67 mm/
day in May and 0.52 mm/day in June. These values are
higher than those predicted for the Rock Valley area of
the Nevada Test Site (Lane and others 1984), which is
probably a result of higher total plant cover in the Yucca
Mountain area.

Finally, combining both porometer extrapolations and
the TDR soil moisture extraction data (from vegetated
minus bare plots) yields an annual loss of water via tran-
spiration of 53.2 mm for the Wash site, 41.5 mm for the
Bench site, and 39.8 mm for the Slope site. Estimates
of soil evaporation using the bare plot TDR data yield
annual soil evaporation rates of 88.1 mm for the Wash
site, 84. mm for the Bench site, and 80.6 mm for the
Slope site. Thus, total calculated annual evapotranspira-
tion was 141.3 mm for the Wash site, 126.4 mm for the



Table 2-4an monthly predawn and mkiday plan water poterfas (MPs) d to bur
shrub domn n each she (Bench. Slope, and Wash) ding the 1987-
198 growth seasons at Yucca Mountain

Yvo
and Dawn wa!ter otental Midday water potential

month Bench Slope Wash Bench 8lope Wash

1937
AprI -2. -1.75 -2.0 -&98 -245 -271
May 4.37 -65 -1.60 -4.73 -. 59 -2.7
June -3d61 -. 25 -2.17 -9 -271 -. 13
Jly -6.99 -6.12 -343 461 -6.06 -4.16
August -0.04 -8.20 -. 06 -0.76 -7.11 -7A1
September -6.86 -64S -620 -0.82 -4.t3 -7.47
October -0.28 -8.55 -613 notreonrded
November -&40 -2.59 -1.14 -64 -. 46 -4.22

1088
Mach -1.57 -2.47 -1.69 -7 -229 - 1
AprI -1.75 -1.08 -1.06 .4.01 -247 -. 65
may -1.27 -133 -12.5 -65 -17 -. 3
June -3.73 -241 -1.03 -4.40 -3.5 -3.19
.hy -639 -30 -38 -TA7 -6.06 -0
August -7.59 488 -642 -0.10 -672 -7.89
September -6A2 .3.73 -4.76 -7.05 -6.27 -642
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Figure 3-Predawn water poential of Nevada ephedra nurng the 1988
grwth season on the Bench s (closed cirdes). Slope site (open ti-
angles), and Wash site (open circes).
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Bench ste, and 120.4 mm for the Slope site, indicating
that more water in available for evapotranspiration (ET)
at the Wash site, presumably due to occasional runon,
whereas periodic runoff losses result in the lowest water
availability for yearly evapotranspiration on the Slope
site. Transpirational water loss was calculated to be 38
percent of total Er for the Wash site, 33 percent of total
ET for the Bench site, and 83 percent for the Sope site,
for a Yucca Mountain area mean of about 35 percent.

Periodic measurements in each soil pit using the hori-
zontal TDR probes in addition to pulse irrigation trials
indicate the mass zero-flux plane' to be located at be.
tween 100 and 125 cm for the Wash site. Of course, this
depth is assumed to not be reached at the Bench or Slope
sites due to indurated caliche or bedrock barriers, respec-
tively. Utilizing various estimates to determine recharge
resulted in very mall negative or positive water-balance
budgets, depending on the method used. However, it
seems reasonable to assume that under the present arid
climate, essentially all water that enters the ecosystem
via precipitation is lost in the evapotranspiration process
in the following dry season (for example, Stark 1970;
Cable 1980; Lane and others 1984).
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